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Abstract

Data has been critical to human society, and data storage systems that
hold the data of every human being are playing an important role in peo-
ple’s modern lives. These storage systems serve people’s information in
a variety of places, from mobile devices and laptops to large-scale data
centers and the cloud. People rely on these storage systems for critical
applications such as e-commerce, social media, health care, and artificial
intelligence. In the modern world, people interact with data storage sys-
tems almost every moment. As a result, there is a high demand for data
storage systems that are reliable, large, performant, and cost-effective.

To meet these demands, the system community has been working on
high-performance, low-cost storage devices as well as software system
stacks to manage them. For decades, numerous storage devices such as
tape, DRAM, HDD, and SSD have been invented. Meanwhile, system
stacks to manage these devices have evolved, ranging from primitive data
structures (e.g., B-tree) to complex file systems and distributed storage
systems. This dissertation focuses on Persistent Memory (PM), a new de-
velopment in the storage device landscape. We investigate how to evolve
the system stack for new PM devices.

In the first part of this thesis, we characterize a popular PM-based de-
vice – the Intel Optane SSD. We investigate the performance of Optane
SSDs in response to a variety of micro-experiments. We formalize an “un-
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written contract”, which includes rules that are essential for Optane SSD
users to achieve optimal performance. We also use carefully designed
experiments to reveal the internals of Optane SSDs. We reveal Optane
SSD’s internal parallelism, read-write scheduling mechanisms, and so on.
These internals provide insights about the unwritten contract. Finally, we
discuss implications of our device characterization.

In the second part, we investigate how classic caching performs on
modern storage hierarchies, with new PM devices filling the gap between
DRAM and SSD. We compare DRAM/PM/Low-latency SSDs/Flash SSDs
quantitatively. Our analysis shows that modern hierarchies have a much
smaller performance difference between neighboring layers than tradi-
tional hierarchies. We then examine caching on modern hierarchies.
Caching manages data across two layers: a cache layer (faster but smaller)
and a capacity layer (slower but larger). We find that classic caching,
which directs as many accesses to the cache layer as possible (referred as
the principle of maximizing hit rates), cannot effectively utilize the sig-
nificant available performance in today’s capacity layer (e.g., PM). Thus,
we introduce three improvements (read around, admission rejection, and
feedback-based offloading) that evolve classic caching for PM hierarchies.

In the final part of this thesis, we study how unique characteristics
of PM influence the effectiveness of existing sharing mechanisms. We
focus on a detailed setup of multi-tenant in-memory key-value caches.
We first summarize the basic mechanisms (for example, resource usage
accounting, interference analysis, etc.) used to achieve diverse sharing
goals. We then investigate these mechanisms on PM. Our analysis shows
that existing sharing mechanisms designed for DRAM/block devices do
not readily translate to PM due to PM’s unique characteristics such as
256B access granularity and severe and unfair interference between reads
and writes. To address this issue, we present Nyx, a PM access regulation
framework that is optimized for today’s PM without special hardware
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support. Nyx introduces new software sharing mechanisms for PM that
can be be used to easily and efficiently support sharing policies such as
resource limiting, QoS, fair slowdown, and proportional sharing.
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1
Introduction

Data storage systems have become indispensable in modern society.
File systems [24], which manage data on mobile devices [44], comput-
ers [225], and data centers [19], enable us to store and retrieve infor-
mation daily. Every second, databases [201], such as those used in e-
commerce [4, 119] and social media [68, 91, 239], process billions of
queries to critical data in the lives of individuals. Meanwhile, data-
intensive artificial intelligence applications [9, 156] will continue to ne-
cessitate large-scale distributed storage systems [8, 49, 74]. In the era
of cloud computing, the demand for large, reliable, efficient, and cost-
effective data storage systems continues to grow [5, 20, 26].

To meet these demands, the system community has been devel-
oping high-performance, low-cost storage devices, as well as the soft-
ware system stack to manage them [21]. For primary storage/mem-
ory, we’ve seen various versions (DDR1-5) of Dynamic Random Access
Memory (DRAM) [23] and High Bandwidth Memory [29] over the last
decade. For secondary storage, magnetic tapes [50] were used for the
very first computers [75], while Hard Disk Drives (HDD) [28], and
Solid-State Drives (SSD) [73] are excellent examples of more recent de-
vices. To exploit each type of device, a large number of systems/tech-
niques have been developed: from the design of primitive data structures
(e.g., B+ tree [11], Log-structured Merge-tree [48]) to complicated data
management systems in a single machine (e.g., file system [170, 180],
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databases [125, 201]), and distributed systems (e.g., RamCloud [193],
Google File System [136]). The system stack has evolved in response to
different characteristics of the storage devices.

Persistent Memory (PM) [63] is one of the most recent develop-
ments in the storage device landscape. PM provides memory-like byte-
addressable accesses while ensuring data persistence in the event of a fail-
ure. PM is expected to achieve DRAM-like speed, while having a larger
capacity and less cost compared to DRAM [1, 63, 77, 169]. There has been
a lot of interest in using PM for databases [129], big data processing [137],
cloud computing [106], and artificial intelligence applications [130].

However, due to the unique characteristics of PM, existing systems
must be rethought or redesigned for PM. PM is different to DRAM. First,
PM has persistence, so systems that require persistence from PM must
manage crash consistency. Second, unlike DRAM, PM exhibits highly
asymmetric read vs. write performance, and is especially efficient for
multiples of 256B accesses [238]. Previous DRAM-based systems must
be reevaluated in light of these significant DRAM and PM differences.
PM also differs from SSD. It is byte-addressable and has unprecedented
sub-microsecond access latency. Traditional SSD/HDD block interfaces
are hence inefficient, and expensive software stacks (e.g., the OS block
layer) are no longer appropriate for PM [90]. To fully realize the perfor-
mance potential of the new PM devices, a fundamental question arises:
how should the system stack evolve for PM devices?

In this dissertation, we attempt to address this question from three
perspectives: i) understand the performance characteristics of PM de-
vices, ii) rethink caching on PM hierarchies, and iii) rethink sharing
mechanisms for PM.

We begin by characterizing and revealing the internals of recently
commercialized PM devices. We characterize the performance of the In-
tel Optane SSD [40], by examining its response to various access patterns.
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Based on our performance studies, we summarize rules that Optane SSD
users must follow in order to achieve optimal performance; we refer to
these rules as the “unwritten contract” of Optane SSD. The device char-
acterization serves as a foundation for evolving the system stack for PM.

Next, we analyze classic caching [14] on modern storage hierar-
chies [103], with new PM layers [37] filling the performance gap be-
tween DRAM and SSD. Consider a system with two storage layers: a (fast,
expensive, small) performance layer like DRAM and a (relatively slow,
cheap, large) capacity layer like PM. Caching manages data placements
between these two layers. We find that: classic caching strives to direct
as many accesses as possible to the cache layer (known as the maximiz-
ing cache hit rates principle); as a result, caching does not use capacity
layer performance even when the cache device is fully saturated. And
today, capacity layer performance, such as PM performance, can account
for a significant portion of total performance out of the hierarchy. After
understanding why the principle does not work well, we introduce three
ways for evolving classic caching on PM hierarchies: i) read around, ii)
admission rejection, and iii) feedback-based offloading.

Finally, we study how the unique characteristics of PM influence the
effectiveness of existing sharing mechanisms. We aim to enable PM shar-
ing across multiple tenants while achieving performance isolation, fair-
ness, or other goals. We find that both DRAM and SSD/HDD shar-
ing mechanisms [35, 43] do not translate into effective PM sharing ap-
proaches. We perform a detailed analysis of each mechanism’s problems
and propose new mechanisms that better enforce sharing goals on PM.

We believe that our studies will prompt and stimulate the system com-
munity to consider how to evolve other aspects of the system stack for
PM, and thus significantly reshape future PM systems used in databases,
cloud computing or data processing systems that support our daily lives.
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1.1 Understanding Persistent Memory (PM)
Devices Characteristics

We first seek to understand the performance characteristics of PM de-
vices. Researchers have been developing various types of PM technolo-
gies for decades. Only recently, with the 3D XPoint Memory technique
from Micron and Intel [1, 141], has the system community gained ac-
cess to widely-available PM devices. Intel made storage devices based on
3D XPoint Memory available in various form factors, including Optane
SSD [39] (a block device), and Optane DC PM [37] (byte-addressable
memory DIMMs). The first part of the dissertation focuses on the Intel
Optane SSD, which is the most cost-effective of the PM devices and the
only widely available option at the time of our study.

Optane SSD offers numerous opportunities for applications. For ex-
ample, Intel’s Memory Direct Technology (IMDT) [36] enables the use
of Optane SSD as a DRAM alternative. Use cases of IMDT/Optane SSD
include Memcached [31], Redis [32], and Spark [33]. Evaluations of
those scenarios demonstrate the potential role of Optane SSD as a cost-
effective alternative of DRAM. Optane SSDs are also deployed to support
key workloads in Facebook [129, 130], both as a caching layer between
DRAM and Flash SSD for RocksDB and for crucial workloads such as
machine learning. According to Eisenman et al. [130], Facebook stores
embedding of trained neural networks on Optane SSDs.

Using new technology effectively requires understanding its perfor-
mance and reliability characteristics. For traditional devices, such as
HDDs and Flash-based SSDs, their characteristics are well known [101,
102, 123, 124, 143, 208, 237]. However, for new devices like the Optane
SSD, much remains unclear, and is thus the focus of our work. We con-
duct fine-grained experiments to characterize the Optane SSDs and sum-
marize the “unwritten contract” that Optane users must adhere to for op-
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timal performance.
In terms of immediate performance, we summarize six rules that are

critical for Optane SSD users. First, to obtain low latency, users should
issue small requests ( > 4 KB) and keep a small number of outstanding
IOs (Access with Low Request Scale rule). Second, different from HD-
D/Flash SSDs, Optane SSD clients should not consider sequential work-
loads special (Random Access is OK rule). Third, to avoid contention
among requests, clients should not issue parallel accesses to a single
chunk (4KB) (Avoid Crowded Accesses rule). Fourth, to achieve optimal
latency, the user needs to control the overall load of both reads and writes
(Control Overall Load rule). Fifth, to exploit the bandwidth of Optane
SSD, clients should never issue requests less than 4KB (Avoid Tiny Ac-
cesses rule). Sixth, to get the best latency, requests issued to Optane SSD
should align to eight sectors (Issue 4KB Aligned Requests rule). Finally,
when serving sustained workloads, there is no cost of garbage collection
in Optane SSD (Forget Garbage Collection rule).

In order to present insights regarding these rules, we use carefully
crafted micro-experiments to reveal the internal of Optane SSDs. We
experimentally reveal the amount of internal parallelism, read-write
scheduling mechanisms, block alignment granularity, and mapping poli-
cies from logical-block address (LBA) to physical-block address (PBA)
in the Optane SSD. Overall, we show that the Optane SSD unwritten con-
tract is relevant to features of 3D XPoint memory and Intel Optane SSD’s
controller/interconnect design.

The unwritten contract provides numerous implications for systems
and applications. For example, according to the Access with Low Request
Scale rule and the Control Overall Load rule, the design of heterogeneous
storage systems including Optane SSD and Flash SSD must be carefully
considered. Moreover, many rules (e.g., Random Access is OK) present
opportunities and new challenges to external data structure design for
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Optane SSD. Finally, the Random Access is OK rule may enable new ap-
plications on Optane SSD that don’t work well on existing technologies. In
general, our device characterization study provides a foundation for our
subsequent system stack evolution for PM, such as the following caching
work.

1.2 Evolving Caching for PM Hierarchies
Our performance studies show that the modern storage landscape is com-
plicated by new PM devices, and we believe that existing systems need to
be reevaluated/rethought. The second part of the dissertation focuses on
the change in storage hierarchy and the associated caching approaches.
We demonstrate the limitations of classic caching approaches on modern
storage hierarchies with PM and evolve caching for these hierarchies.

The notion of a hierarchy (i.e., a memory hierarchy or storage hierarchy)
has long been central to computer system design. Indeed, assumptions
about the hierarchy and its fundamental nature are found throughout
widely used textbooks [103, 144, 212]: “Since fast memory is expensive,
a memory hierarchy is organized into several levels – each smaller, faster,
and more expensive per byte than the next lower level, which is farther
from the processor.[144]”

To cope with the nature of the hierarchy, systems usually employ two
strategies: caching[14, 191] and tiering[16, 138, 232]. Consider a system
with two storage layers: a (fast, expensive, small) performance layer and
a (slow, cheap, large) capacity layer. With caching, all data resides in the
capacity layer, and copies of hot data items are placed, via cache replace-
ment algorithms, in the performance layer. Tiering also places hot items
in the performance layer; however, unlike caching, tiering migrates data
(instead of copying) on longer time scales. With a high-enough fraction
of requests going to the fast layer, the overall performance approaches
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the peak performance of the fast layer. Consequently, classic caching and
tiering strive to ensure that most accesses hit the performance layer.

While this conventional wisdom of maximizing hit rates may remain
true for traditional hierarchies (e.g., CPU caches and DRAM, or DRAM
and HDDs), rapid changes in storage devices have complicated this nar-
rative within the modern storage hierarchy. Specifically, the advent of
PM DIMMs [81, 158, 202] and low-latency SSDs [40, 56, 71] bridges the
performance gap between DRAM and SSD; they introduce neighboring
layers with much closer and (sometimes) overlapping performance in to-
day’s hierarchies. Thus, it is essential to rethink how such devices must
be managed in the storage hierarchy.

To understand this issue better, consider a two-level hierarchy with
PM devices (50GB/s total bandwidth) as the capacity layer, and tradi-
tional DRAM (100GB/s total bandwidth) as the performance layer. As
we will show (§4.5), when the workload is light, DRAM latency is an or-
der of magnitude lower than PM, and thus the traditional caching/tiering
arrangement works well. However, in other situations (namely, when the
workload has a high concurrency), even assuming a perfect 100% hit rate,
classic caching and tiering can only utilize DRAM bandwidth while leav-
ing a significant mount of PM bandwidth idle. To maximize performance
in modern PM hierarchies, a different approach is needed.

To address this problem, we introduce non-hierarchical caching (NHC),
a new approach to caching for modern storage hierarchies. NHC delivers
maximal performance from modern devices despite complex device char-
acteristics and changing workloads. The key insight of NHC is that when
classic caching would send more requests to the cache/performance de-
vice than is useful, some of that excess load can be dynamically moved to
the capacity device. NHC improves upon classic caching in three ways:
i) read around, ii) admission rejection, and iii) feedback-based offload-
ing. First, NHC enables offloading of read hits to capacity devices. NHC
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monitors cache performance and adapts the requests sent to each de-
vice, thereby delivering additional useful performance from the capac-
ity device. Second, NHC turns off the data admission to cache devices
when this movement does not improve overall cache performance. Fi-
nally, NHC determines the amount of offloading at runtime by checking
cache performance feedback when NHC fine-tunes the offloading ratios.
While the idea of redirecting excess load to devices lower in the hierarchy
applies to both caching and tiering, we focus on caching.

Previous work has addressed some of the limitations of caching [80,
160], offloading excess writes from SSDs to underlying hard drives. How-
ever, as we show (§4.5.4), they have two critical limits: they do not redi-
rect accesses to items present in the cache (hits), and they do not adapt to
changing workloads and concurrency levels (which is critical for modern
devices).

We implement NHC in two systems: Orthus-CAS, a generic block-
layer caching kernel module [108], and Orthus-KV, a user-level caching
layer for an LSM-tree key-value store [168]. Under light load, Orthus im-
plementations behave like classic caching; in other situations, they offload
excess load at the caching layer to the capacity layer, improving perfor-
mance. Through rigorous evaluations, we show that Orthus implemen-
tations greatly improve performance (up to 2×) on various real devices
(such as Optane DC PM, Optane SSD, Flash SSD) and other simulated
ones for a range of workloads (YCSB [117] and ZippyDB [107]). We show
NHC is robust to dynamic workloads, quickly adapting to load and lo-
cality changes. Finally, we compare NHC against prior caching strategies
and demonstrate its advantages. Overall, the non-hierarchical approach
extracts high performance from modern storage hierarchies.
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1.3 Evolving Sharing Mechanisms for PM
So far, we primarily focused on a single application or tenant’s point of
view of using PM. Because PM is large and cheap, there is a great deal
of interest in using it in a shared environment. As a result, a question
arises: how can we share PM across multiple tenants? In the final part
of the thesis, we address this question. We examine prior sharing mech-
anisms, designed for DRAM/block devices, on PM, expose their funda-
mental limitations, and then propose new mechanisms to address PM
sharing challenges. We concentrate on a detailed setup of multi-tenant
in-memory key-value caches.

Memory-based look-aside key-value caches (e.g., memcached [52])
are a critical component of many systems and applications [10, 17, 88,
239]. To improve utilization and simplify management, multiple cache
instances are often consolidated onto a single multi-tenant server. For
example, Facebook [187] and Twitter [239] each maintain hundreds of
dedicated cache servers that host thousands of cache instances. However,
multi-tenant servers have the added challenge of ensuring that each client
cache meets its performance goals; a range of production and research
in-memory multi-tenant caches currently provide different sharing poli-
cies, such as enforcing a limit on the used memory capacity and band-
width [27], guaranteeing a level of quality-of-service (QoS) [62], and al-
locating resources proportionately [199].

PM, such as that provided by Intel’s Optane DC PM [37], is emerging
as an appealing building block for these caches, due to PM’s large ca-
pacity, low cost per byte, and comparable performance to DRAM. How-
ever, PM performance differs from DRAM and Flash in a number of
ways that reduce the effectiveness of current multi-tenant caches for other
devices [116, 214]. In particular, unlike DRAM, Optane DC PM ex-
hibits highly asymmetric read vs. write performance (for a single DC
PM, max read bandwidth is 6.6GB/s whereas max write bandwidth is
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2.3GB/s) [151], severe and unfair interference between reads and writes
(writing at 1GB/s can cause the same throughput and P99 latency slow-
down to a co-running read workload as reading at 8GB/s) [189], and es-
pecially efficient access for multiples of 256B [238].

Unfortunately, existing multi-tenant DRAM and storage caching tech-
niques do not readily translate to PM. Some approaches focus exclusively
on capacity allocation across clients [116, 199, 214]; capacity allocation is
necessary but not sufficient for PM sharing because the rate of requests
to PM must also be regulated. Host-level request regulation has been
explored extensively for Flash devices using block-layer I/O schedul-
ing [197, 210], but these software overheads are prohibitive given 100ns
PM accesses [90]. Device-level request scheduling assumes special hard-
ware that PM lacks [186, 217, 245, 247]. Finally, coarse-grain request throt-
tling underpins the vast majority of DRAM bandwidth allocation tech-
niques; however, these approaches assume both hardware counters and
performance characteristics that do not hold for PM (e.g., bandwidth is
an accurate estimate of utilization).

In the last part of the thesis, we introduce NyxCache (Nyx), a stan-
dalone lightweight and flexible PM access regulation framework for
multi-tenant key-value caches that is optimized for today’s PM without
special hardware support. Given a PM server and a sharing policy (e.g.,
QoS), cache instances are admitted and assigned space using existing
load admission [120, 121, 179] and capacity allocation [116, 199, 214] tech-
niques. At runtime, Nyx monitors information (e.g., PM resource utiliza-
tion) of caches, regulates the rate at which each cache is allowed to access
PM, and thus enforces the sharing policy’s performance goals. Nyx works
with any in-memory key-value store that adheres to the memcached inter-
face [52]; the current implementation includes a PM-optimized version of
Twitter’s Pelikan [61] that can improve single-cache performance by more
than 50% for get-heavy workloads and 3× for write-heavy workloads.
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Nyx’s central contribution is a set of software mechanisms designed for
PM to extract the information required to flexibly enforce popular sharing
policies.

Nyx provides new mechanisms to efficiently i) regulate PM accesses,
ii) obtain a client’s PM resource usage, iii) analyze inter-client interfer-
ences, and has two particularly useful and novel mechanisms for PM.
First, Nyx efficiently estimates not only the total PM DIMM utilization
(building on pioneering work in this space [189]), but also the PM uti-
lization caused by each cache instance, as is needed for sharing policies;
estimating PM utilization is challenging because the number of trans-
ferred bytes is not an accurate proxy of PM utilization, unlike on DRAM.
Second, Nyx can determine which cache instance most interferes with
another cache instance; in PM-based systems, these interactions are diffi-
cult to identify because a harmed client may be impacted more by a low-
bandwidth client than a high-bandwidth client, unlike DRAM. Both of
these mechanisms accurately account for the CPU cache prefetching that
is essential for high performance on PM. These new mechanisms enable
Nyx to easily and efficiently support sharing policies such as resource
limiting, QoS, fair slowdown, and proportional sharing.

The sharing policies provided by Nyx are powerful. Nyx can accu-
rately limit the PM utilization of each cache (similar to Google Cloud’s
memcache [27]), whereas an approach that measures only bandwidth
cannot. Nyx can provide QoS guarantees to latency-critical caches while
providing higher throughput (up to 6×) to best-effort caches that are not
interfering. Nyx can provide proportional resource allocation while re-
distributing idle PM utilization to clients that will not inadvertently slow-
down others. Finally, as shown for real large-scale cache traces from Twit-
ter, Nyx can isolate clients from write spikes and ensure that important
caches are not slowed down by increased best-effort traffic.
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1.4 Contributions and Highlights
We list the main contributions of this dissertation.

Understanding PM Devices Performance Characteristics.

• We provide the first comprehensive performance analysis of a pop-
ular PM-based device: the Intel Optane SSD.

• We formalize the “unwritten contract” that Optane SSD users must
follow in order to achieve the best performance out of Intel Optane
SSDs. We also present the impact when violating each rule.

• We design carefully-crafted experiments to reveal the internals of
Optane SSD. Our study provides insights into each contract rule and
serves as a knowledge base for future research.

• We provide implications from the unwritten contract for i) devel-
oping applications on Optane SSD, and ii) managing storage hier-
archies with Optane SSD.

Evolving Caching on PM Hierarchies.

• We present the first quantitative comparison of device pairs in
modern storage hierarchies, such as DRAM/PM/Low-latency SS-
D/Flash. Our analysis reveals a significant change in modern hier-
archies: the performance difference between neighboring layers is
now much smaller than in traditional hierarchies.

• We investigate caching on modern hierarchies using both perfor-
mance modeling and measurements. The investigation shows that
the decades-old caching principle of maximizing hit rates is no
longer sufficient.
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• We design and build Non-Hierarchical Caching (NHC), which
evolves caching for modern hierarchies. Non-hierarchical caching
is a generic approach; any classic caching implementation can be
augmented by incorporating the read around and admission rejec-
tion mechanisms in NHC.

Evolving Sharing Mechanisms for PM.

• We provide a summary of basic mechanisms that are commonly
used to achieve diverse sharing goals. This summary can help fu-
ture studies on PM and other device sharing.

• We demonstrate that prior DRAM or storage device-intended ap-
proaches for access regulation, resource-usage estimation, and in-
terference analysis fail to work on PM due to PM’s unique perfor-
mance characteristics.

• We introduce Nyx, a sharing framework which enables these shar-
ing mechanisms on PM. We devise software mechanisms that can
be immediately applied to today’s PM devices without special hard-
ware assumptions.

• We revise popular sharing policies (i.e., QoS aware, Resource Limit-
ing, Proportional Sharing, Fair Slowdown) upon PM based on Nyx
mechanisms.

1.5 Overview
We briefly describe the contents of the chapters of this dissertation.

• Persistent Memory Background. In Chapter 2, we provide rele-
vant PM background. We provide high-level overview of PM tech-
niques and compare PM to DRAM and Flash. Then, we introduce
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two commercially available PM devices today: the Intel Optane SSD
and Intel Optane DC PM.

• Understanding PM Devices Characteristics. In Chapter 3, we first
present our experimental analysis of the Intel Optane SSD. We then
summarize the unwritten contract of the Optane SSD. We also dis-
cuss implications from the contract.

• Evolving Caching for PM Hierarchies. Chapter 4 first describes
how PM devices have strong implications on caching in modern
storage hierarchies. Then, in the second part, we present non-
hierarchical caching, a method to augment classic caching imple-
mentations for PM hierarchies. We describe the design, implemen-
tation, and our evaluation.

• Evolving Sharing Mechanisms for PM. In Chapter 5, we explore
how to share PM across multiple tenants. We investigate existing
DRAM/block devices sharing approaches’ problems on PM. We
then describe how Nyx supports PM access regulation, resource us-
age accounting, and cross-tenant interference analysis on PM.

• Related Work. In Chapter 6, we first describe previous work on
block device characterization, which is relevant to our investigation
of Optane SSDs. We then discuss prior techniques that have been
developed to effectively manage classic or modern storage hierar-
chies. Finally, we discuss work related to multi-tenant PM sharing.

• Conclusions and Future Work. In Chapter 7, we summarize the
dissertation and the lessons we learned while working on it. Finally,
we discuss how the work presented in this dissertation can be ex-
panded upon, as well as the future directions our work suggests.
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2
Persistent Memory Background

In this chapter, we provide necessary background on PM techniques. In
addition, we highlight key differences between PM and existing popular
DRAM and Flash Devices [25]. Finally, we introduce two types of
commercially available PM devices, which we will use throughout the
remainder of the dissertation.

Persistent Memory. Persistent memory refers to a class of technolo-
gies which provide “byte addressable” storage that survives power out-
ages [63]. PM distinguishes itself through two defining characteristics:
memory-like access and persistence. It should be compatible with mi-
croprocessor memory instructions (such as load and store). It can also
perform remote direct memory access (RDMA) [67] actions like RDMA
read and RDMA write. In addition, PM should be able to retain program
data or state that exists outside of the fault zone of the process that gener-
ated it (i.e., persistence). The capabilities of persistent memory typically
go beyond the non-volatility of stored data. For example, the loss of meta-
data such as page table entries that translate virtual addresses to physical
addresses may result in non-persistent but durable content. Hence, most
PM technologies include some basic file systems (similar to typical stor-
age devices) for associating names or identifiers with stored data.

In the past decade, numerous PM prototypes have been developed,
including spin-transfer torque, phase change, and resistive memo-
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Device Type Latency Typical Single-Device Capacity Cost ($/GB)
DRAM 80ns 16, 32, 64 GB ~7

Optane DC PM 300ns 128, 256, 512 GB ~5
Optane SSD 10us 400, 800, 1600 GB 1
Flash SSD 80us 1-10s TB 0.3

Table 2.1: Comparing PM Devices to DRAM and Flash. This table compares
PM-based SSD (Intel Optane SSD [39]), and PM DIMMs (Intel Optane DC PM [37]) to
DRAM and Flash.

ries [81, 105, 158, 202]. For example, phase change memory [202] is
based on a Chalcogenide glass that can be programmed by varying
electrical inputs to the cell. Resistive memory [233] is based on metal
oxide, and spin-transfer torque memory [105] stores data using electron
spin. Many of these PM techniques have features in common, such
as relatively slower accesses than DRAM and asymmetric read-write
latencies. Meanwhile, PM’s write endurance will be limited. With the
recent introduction of Micron and Intel’s commercially available 3D
XPoint Memory technique [1, 141], the system community can now
evaluate PM’s true capabilities, design systems for real devices, and
deploy them in a variety of scenarios.

PM vs. DRAM and Flash. PM is different from DRAM [23] or Flash
SSDs [25]. DRAM is a type of random-access semiconductor memory
that stores bits in memory cells composed of capacitors and transistors.
DRAM is commonly constructed using metal-oxide-semiconductor tech-
nology. DRAM is typically packaged in the form of memory DIMMs that
connect to memory buses that are linked to CPUs. Flash memory (or,
more precisely, NAND-based flash memory) is a type of floating-gate
memory invented in the 1980s by Toshiba [25]. Flash memory can be
erased and reprogrammed electrically. To write to a flash page, for exam-
ple, we must first erase a larger chunk of the flash block. Flash memory
is usually found in solid-state drives (SSD). SSDs are connected to either
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the SATA [72] or PCIe [60] bus.
PM is persistent, larger and less expensive than DRAM (as shown in

Table 2.1). For example, a single server can be outfitted with up to 12TB of
Intel Optane DC PM [37] (one version of PM device), making PM appeal-
ing for developing memory-intensive applications. Meanwhile, because
PM is less expensive than DRAM (Table 2.1), large memory can now be
cost-effective. In terms of performance, current PM devices are three to
six times slower than DRAM [238]. Meanwhile, PM has asymmetric read
and write performance, as opposed to DRAM. As we will see more in our
following studies, PM has unique performance characteristics compared
to DRAM; in other words, PM is more than just a slower DRAM.

Compared to Flash SSDs, PM is byte-addressable, can be directly
connected to the memory bus, and supports hardware load/store
accesses. These features are extremely beneficial to application devel-
opers. PM byte-addressability, for example, avoids the serialization and
deserialization overheads required by SSDs and other block devices.
In terms of performance, when compared to Flash SSDs, PM delivers
unrivaled performance (as we will show, for example, sub-microsecond
access latency, supreme random access performance, and high maximum
bandwidth). Because of these distinguishing characteristics, existing
applications designed for SSDs must be thoroughly rethought for PM.

Commercially-available PM Devices. Based on 3D XPoint Memory [1],
Intel made available storage devices in a variety of form factors. Cur-
rently, the most popular options are Intel Optane SSD [39] and Intel Op-
tane DC PM [37].

The Intel Optane SSD is the first widely available PM-based hardware,
and it is a low-latency block device built on 3D XPoint Memory. It con-
nects to the PCIe 3.0 bus, just like a Flash-based SSD, and Optane SSD
users access it through the traditional block interface. Its first-generation
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DRAM

PM DIMM

Low-latency SSD

SATA/NVMe Flash SSD
Hard Disk Drive (HDD)

New Layers

Figure 2.1: Modern Storage Hierarchies. This figure contrasts modern and tradi-
tional storage hierarchies. We have new PM DIMM (Optane DC PM or other future PM devices
connected to memory buses) and low-latency SSDs (typically based on some form of PM tech-
niques) layers in modern storage hierarchies that bridge the performance gap between DRAM
and SATA/NVMe Flash SSD.

bandwidth is limited by PCIe 3.0 channel bandwidth limits; however, In-
tel claims that its bandwidth potential will increase with future fast PCIe
versions. Because of the low latency of 3D XPoint Memory [1], Optane
SSDs provide an order of magnitude lower access latency than Flash SSDs
(Table 2.1). Due to the block interface of Optane SSDs, previous stor-
age applications (built for SSDs/HDDs) can benefit from PM’s high per-
formance without requiring any changes to the implementation. On the
other hand, Optane SSD device cannot benefit from direct load/store op-
erations, all accesses to Optane SSD still require software OS or block layer
interception overhead.

In contrast to Optane SSDs, Intel Optane DC PM DIMMs sit directly on
the memory bus. Intel Optane DC PM can also be accessed via RDMA ac-
tions. The Optane DC PM supports Memory and App Direct modes [37].
The Memory mode uses DRAM as a transparent cache in front of PM
without persistence, exposing DRAM and PM as a whole large memory
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to end users. The App Direct mode allows software to access PM and
DRAM via normal load and store instructions with persistence. On Op-
tane DC PM, data allocation, naming, and access are usually handled by
a file system [234] or another management layer. Optane DC PM is ac-
cessible via fast network connect such as RDMA.

Optane SSD and Optane DC PM have piqued the interest of many peo-
ple who seek to build large, performant, and cost-effective data storage
systems. Optane SSD is not the typical PM by definition. However, due
to its lower price compared to Optane DC PM (Table 2.1), no require-
ment for specific CPU versions, and ease of porting from existing sys-
tems, they remain popular today. Optane DC PM and Optane SSDs have
evolved into two new layers in modern storage hierarchies. Optane DC
PM devices, as shown in Figure 2.1, bridge the gap between DRAM and
SATA/NVMe Flash SSDs.
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3
Understanding PM Devices

Characteristics

In this chapter, we characterize the performance of the new type of PM
devices. At the time of the study, Intel Optane SSD was the only widely
accessible PM option, and thus become the focus of our investigation.

In the first part of this chapter, we examine the performance of Optane
SSDs in response to numerous fine-grained experiments. Based on our
performance studies, we formalize an “unwritten contract” for the Op-
tane SSD. The contract includes six rules that are critical for users of Op-
tane SSD to achieve optimal immediate performance, as well as one rule
for sustained workloads relating to garbage collection in Optane SSDs.
Our analyses show that violating this contract can result in 11 times worse
read latency and limited throughput (only 20% of peak bandwidth) re-
gardless of parallelism. It is hence essential to follow the contract when
using Optane SSDs.

Then, we use carefully crafted micro-experiments to reveal the inter-
nal of Optane SSDs in order to present insights regarding these rules.
We experimentally reveal the internal parallelism, read-write schedul-
ing mechanisms, block alignment granularity, and mapping policies from
logical-block address (LBA) to physical-block address (PBA) in the Op-
tane SSD. Overall, we demonstrate that the Optane SSD unwritten con-
tract is relevant to features of 3D XPoint memory and Intel Optane SSD’s
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Rule Impact Metric Cause
Access with Low Request Scale 11x Latency SSD Controller/Interconnect
Random Access is OK 7x (vs. Flash) Latency & Throughput 3D XPoint & Controller
Avoid Crowded Accesses 4.6x Latency & Throughput SSD Controller/Interconnect
Control Overall Load 5x (vs. Flash) Latency 3D XPoint Memory
Avoid Tiny Accesses 5x Throughput SSD Controller/Interconnect
Issue 4KB Aligned Requests 1.2x Latency SSD Controller/Interconnect
Forget Garbage Collection 15x (vs. Flash) Sustained Throughput 3D XPoint & Controller

Table 3.1: Performance Impact of Rule Violations. This table summarizes i)
seven rules of the Optane SSD Unwritten Contract, ii) the maximum impact in terms of metric
when violating each rule, and iii) Cause of the rules.

controller/interconnect design.
Finally, we discuss the unwritten contract’s implications and potential

future works. We consider two types of audiences: first, system devel-
opers for Optane SSD; second, those who manage Optane SSD in storage
hierarchies. This chapter is based on the paper Towards an Unwritten Con-
tract of Intel Optane SSD, published in HotStorage 2019 [228].

In the following, we first present our Optane SSD characterization and
related experiments to reveal Optane SSD internals in Section 3.1. Then,
we discuss implications of the unwritten contract in Section 3.2. Finally,
we summarize and conclude (Section 3.3).

3.1 The Unwritten Contract of Optane SSD
In this section, we define the rules of the unwritten contract. We offer ex-
periments (available at https://github.com/sherlockwu/OptaneBench)
to infer the rules. In Table 3.1, we summarize the impact and cause of
each rule. We begin with six rules related to immediate performance,
like latency and throughput, out of Optane SSDs. We then present rules
for sustainable performance.
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3.1.1 Access with Low Request Scale

The Optane SSD is based on 3D XPoint memory which is said to provide
up to 1,000 times lower latency than NAND Flash [2]. Does 3D XPoint
memory always lead to better performance for Optane SSD compared to
Flash SSD? We answer this question with our first rule: to obtain low
latency, Optane SSD users should issue small requests and maintain a
small number of outstanding IOs. This rule is needed not only to extract
low latency but also enough to exploit the full bandwidth of the Optane
SSD.

We uncovered this rule when quantitatively comparing Intel Optane
SSD 905P (960GB) with a “high-end” Flash SSD: Samsung 970 Pro (1TB)
[69]. From our experiments, we found that Optane SSD does not show
improvement for workloads with many outstanding requests.

We compare Optane and Flash SSDs with random read-only and
write-only workloads. Each workload has two variables: request size and
queue depth (QD) (or number of in-flight I/Os). Figure 3.1 compares the
two devices in terms of average access latency. The temperature T in each
rectangle shows the scaled difference between the latencies of the two sys-
tems; T > 0 indicates Optane has smaller latency, while T < 0 indicates
Flash SSD has smaller latency. Specifically, T =

Lhigher−Llower

Llower
. As shown,

Optane SSD and Flash SSD outperform each other in different cases.
For read-only workloads, Optane SSD has lower latency than Flash

SSD when request size and queue depth are small. Specifically, when the
request size 6 16KB, Optane SSD is better than Flash SSD. Thanks to 3D
XPoint memory’s low access latency, the read latency from Optane SSD
can be 8.4x faster than Flash SSD. However, when QD> 8 and request
size> 16KB, Flash SSD achieves lower latency, by as much as 40%. This
difference occurs because the latency of Optane SSD increases linearly
with higher queue depths (e.g., the latency of a 4KB random read with
QD= 64 is 8x slower than QD= 8 and is 11x slower than QD= 1).
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Figure 3.1: Average Latency of Random Workloads, Optane vs. Flash.
This figure compares average latency of random reads (a) and writes (b) between Optane SSD
and Flash SSD. We show results for workloads with varying queue depths (x axis) and request
sizes (y axis). The temperature T in each rectangle represents the scaled difference between Flash
and Optane’ latencies; T > 0 indicates Optane has lower latency (optane better), while T < 0
indicates Flash has lower latency (flash better). In particular, T =

Lhigher−Llower

Llower
.
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Figure 3.2: Optane SSD RAID-like Architecture. This figure shows the Optane
SSD’s conceptual RAID-like internal architecture. Optane SSDs contain 3D XPoint Memory
dies that are linked to a number of channels.

Similarly, for write-only workloads, Optane SSD has lower latency for
small requests and low QD, while Flash SSD is again better in the opposite
cases; however, the difference for writes is not as high as for reads (Op-
tane is up to 1.7x faster than Flash). This result is due to Flash SSDs log-
structured layout and buffering optimizations. Flash SSD outperforms
Optane SSD when request size> 4KB and QD> 2, which includes most
of our tested workloads.

The device’s internal parallelism dictates its behavior when serving
workloads with high request scale. We are thus motivated to uncover the
internals of the Optane SSD. Like Flash SSD, Optane SSD utilizes a RAID-
like organization of memory dies (Figure 3.2). Through a fine-grained
experiment [110, 122] we examine a critical parameter for internal par-
allelism: the interleaving degree, or number of channels. We maintain a
read stream with stride S from the devices, where S is the distance be-
tween two consecutive chunks (a chunk is 4KB or 8 sectors as shown in
Section 3.1.6). Figure 3.3 presents the throughput of workloads with var-
ious strides. An individual line represents workloads with the same QD.
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Figure 3.3: Detecting Flash and Optane SSD Device Internal Interleav-
ing Degree. This figure shows the interleaving degree detecting results for Flash (a) and
Optane (b) SSDs. We keep a read stream from the devices with stride S; S is the distance between
two consecutive chunk reads (4KB). We plot read stream throughputs (y axis) with various
strides (x axis).
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Optane SSD has a significantly smaller interleaving degree (7) than
Flash SSD (128). In Figure 3.3, the distance between the lowest dips in
each line indirectly indicates the interleaving degree of the device. For
Optane SSD, we observe the pattern is 7, though the difference between
dips is not visible until QD= 8. Our finding agrees with the hardware
description of Optane SSD [22]: it has a controller connected to seven
channels, each of which is connected to memory dies.

The tested Flash SSD reaches its lowest throughput every 128 chunks.
For high queue depths (e.g., 16), it presents a richer pattern with dips at
different levels, indicating copious levels of parallelism (channel, package
and die).

Overall, Optane SSD has limited internal parallelism, compared to
Flash SSD. This characteristic explains the high latency of Optane SSD
for workloads with a large request scale, and supports the need to access
the Optane SSD with a low request scale.

The limited internal parallelism of the Optane SSD impacts its
throughput in two ways. First, the tested Flash SSD achieves larger max-
imum read (3500MB/s) and write (2700MB/s) bandwidth than the Op-
tane SSD (2500MB/s); it outperforms Optane SSD serving workloads
with large request scale. Flash SSD’s richer internal parallelism enables
it to serve more parallel requests. Second, Optane SSD can achieve peak
throughput when serving small requests with low queue depth. This is
due to Optane SSD’s limited internal parallelism which requires only a
small number of requests to utilize all of its resources. Hence, the rule to
access the device at a low scale not only guides users to obtain low access
latency but also is enough to achieve full bandwidth.

The influence of contention in Optane SSD is modest compared
to that in Flash SSD. The dips in Figure 3.3 are due to concurrent re-
quests contending for shared resources (e.g., channels). In Flash SSD,
contention significantly restricts overall throughput; for example, with
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QD = 16, S = 127 chunks, read throughput is 88 MB/s, which is only
6% of the maximum throughput with the same queue depth. Although
parallel requests to Optane SSD can also introduce contention (limiting
throughput to within 86% of maximum), this influence is much less than
that in Flash SSD.

3.1.2 Random Access is OK

With hard drives or SSDs, clients often expect better performance from
sequential than random accesses. With Optane SSD, this is no longer true.
Optane SSD is a random access block device, where clients can observe
the same performance for random and sequential workloads.

We study Optane SSD’s average latency when serving random and
sequential workloads; throughput and tail latency yield similar results.
Each workload maintains four worker threads, while each thread issues
IOs randomly or in a sequential stream. As shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5,
on Optane SSD, for requests > 1KB, random and sequential workloads
achieve comparable performance. The difference between sequential and
random latency is within 17% for reads and within 5% for writes.

In contrast, Flash SSD prefers sequential over random reads, espe-
cially at a low request scale; sequential reads can be 7x faster. Flash SSD
achieves much better sequential performance due to prefetching and sim-
plified address translation. For writes, Flash SSD presents similar random
and sequential latency due to log-structuring. However, as we will show
in Section 3.1.7, log-structuring introduces significant overhead when the
device fills; Optane does not have such concerns.

The Random Access is OK rule in Optane SSDs occurs due to the abil-
ity to perform in-place updates in 3D XPoint memory. In Optane SSD,
there is no difference in address translation costs for random versus se-
quential workloads; in Section 3.1.7, we will show that the mapping pol-
icy in Optane SSD is based on logical addresses. In addition, as indicated
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Figure 3.4: The Difference Between Random and Sequential Read La-
tency in Flash and Optane SSDs. This figure shows the performance difference
between random and sequential reads in Flash (a) and Optane (b) SSDs. We use read work-
loads with varying request sizes (y axis) and queue depths (x axis). Similar to Figure 3.1, the
temperature T in each rectangle represents the scaled difference between random and sequential
reads’ latencies; T > 0 indicates sequential read has lower latency (seqread better), while T < 0
indicates random reads has lower latency (randread better). T =

Lhigher−Llower

Llower
.
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Figure 3.5: The Difference Between Random and Sequential Write La-
tency in Flash and Optane SSDs. This figure shows the performance difference
between random and sequential writes in Flash (a) and Optane (b) SSDs. We use the same
setup as Figure 3.4, but the workloads are writes instead of reads.
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Figure 3.6: Latency Distribution of Parallel Sector Reads to a Chunk
(4KB) in the Optane SSD. In this experiment, we randomly select chunks (4KB) from
the Optane SSD, then perform P parallel reads to different sectors (512B) within one chunk. We
plot the latency distribution for different values of P.

by our read latency study, there is no prefetching for sequential reads
within Optane SSD.

Workloads with 1KB requests are special on Optane SSD compared
both to other request sizes and to Flash SSD. We investigate this in the
next rule.

3.1.3 Avoid Crowded Accesses

The Optane SSD contains shared resources (e.g., channels). To avoid con-
tention, the Avoid Crowded Accesses rule dictates that clients of Optane
SSD should never issue parallel accesses to a single chunk (4KB). We un-
cover this rule by investigating the 1KB workload performance shown in
Figure 3.4 and 3.5. In Optane SSD, sequential 1KB accesses can increase
latency by 63% for reads and by 3.6x for writes, compared to random 1KB
accesses.
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We study the difference between random and sequential accesses for
small requests by performing parallel accesses to a single 4KB chunk. In
this experiment, we randomly choose chunks from the device, then issue
P parallel reads to different sectors within one chunk. Figure 3.6 presents
the distribution of latencies for different values of P. We observe a “stair”
pattern for QD> 1. For each line, the number of levels equals the queue
depth and the steps occur at evenly-spaced intervals.

This pattern indicates queuing and/or contention across the issued
parallel requests. Parallel small requests to a single chunk introduce
contention. This experiment illustrates why sequential 1KB workloads
have worse performance than random 1KB workloads: although random
1KB accesses may introduce contention, sequential 1KB accesses must in-
troduce contention.

3.1.4 Control Overall Load

To achieve optimal latency from Optane SSD, the client must control the
overall load of both reads and writes. This rule indicates distinct perfor-
mance characteristics between Optane SSD and Flash SSD.

We discover this rule by looking into the performance of Optane SSD
serving mixed reads and writes. In the experiment, we issue random 4KB
requests, varying the percentage of writes from 0% to 100%, with QD= 64
(large enough to achieve full throughput for both Optane SSD and Flash
SSD). Figure 3.7 shows the access latency of Optane SSD and Flash SSD.
Within Optane SSD, reads and writes are treated equally. Specifically,
on Optane SSD, each type of request is served with the same latency and
the latency is related to the overall load, not to the percentage of writes.

Flash SSD exhibits distinct characteristics for read- versus write-
dominated workloads. On the left side of Figure 3.7, for Flash SSD, the
read latency is similar to that in read-only workloads with the same queue
depth (38% slower than Optane SSD). However, the write latency is simi-
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Figure 3.7: Latency of Mixed Reads and Writes in the Flash and Optane
SSD. This figure presents the request latency of mixed 4KB read and write workloads in Flash
and Optane SSD. We show the average latency (x axis) of reads and writes as the ratio of writes
changes (x axis).

lar to that of a pure-write workload with very low queue depth (and only
19% of that on Optane SSD). With an increasing number of writes, reads
to Flash SSD achieve poor latency due to the influence of writes; when the
workload is write-dominated, read latency can be as high as 1.1ms (10x
Optane access latency).

3.1.5 Avoid Tiny Accesses

Does the byte-addressability of 3D XPoint memory enable efficient tiny
accesses to Optane SSD? We answer this question with our rule to Avoid
Tiny Accesses: to exploit bandwidth of the SSD, the client must not issue
requests less than 4KB.

Figure 3.8 shows the latency and throughput of random reads less
than 4KB, with separate lines for two sectors and eight sectors requests.
As shown, the latency of two sector requests is the same as eight sector
(4KB) requests. However, the throughput of tiny requests is limited by
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Figure 3.8: Optane SSD Performance of Tiny Accesses. This figure shows
the latency (a) and throughput (b) of random 1KB (2 sectors) reads. For comparison, we also
show random 4KB (8 sectors) read performance.

the maximum IOPS supported by Optane SSD (575K); for 1KB requests,
throughput is only 20% of the full bandwidth of the device. Given these
two results, there is no benefit in issuing requests smaller than 4KB to
Optane SSD.

3.1.6 Issue 4KB Aligned Requests

To achieve the best latency, requests issued to Optane SSD should always
align to eight sectors. We present the difference between aligned and mis-
aligned requests. In the experiment, we measure the latency of individual
read requests (QD= 1); each read is issued to a positionA+offset, whereA
is a random position aligned to 32KB and offset is a 512-byte sector within
that 32KB.

Figure 3.9 shows the read latency of requests issued to different off-
sets, averaged over a half million requests to the same offset. Each line
represents a workload with a different request size. In contrast to what
one might expect given 3D XPoint’s byte-addressability, Optane SSD fa-
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Figure 3.9: Identifying Influence of Misalignment in Optane SSD. This
figure shows the latency (y axis) of reads to varying offsets (x axis) to 32KB large chunks. Each
read is sent to a position A+offset; A is a random position aligned to 32KB and offset is a 512B
sector within that 32KB.

vors aligned requests. Requests of one sector have the same latency no
matter the offset, and larger requests aligned to eight sectors always get
the lowest latency. For a request crossing the boundary of 4KB, its la-
tency is linearly correlated to the part it issues to the second chunk after
the boundary. The difference between the high and low latencies of 4KB
requests is 21%. Note that the eight-sector chunk here is not related to a
concept like a page or block in Flash SSD.

3.1.7 Forget Garbage Collection

We now study the long-term performance of Optane SSD. First, we ex-
plore its performance when the device gets full. According to our experi-
ments, there is no need to worry about garbage collection in Optane SSD.

We examine sustained 4KB random and sequential writes on Optane
SSD and Flash SSD over three hours. The device is completely unmapped
using the trim command before each experiment; the two devices tested
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Figure 3.10: Sustained Write Throughput, Flash vs. Optane. This figure
shows the sustained 4KB random and sequential write throughput on Optane and Flash SSD.

share a similar capacity (960GB vs. 1TB). We maintain QD= 32 for each
workload.

Figure 3.10 presents sustained write performance. For Flash SSD, af-
ter the device becomes full, write throughput drops significantly because
subsequent writes constantly trigger garbage collection. After about 6000
seconds, write throughput stabilizes: sequential throughput is around
350MB/s and random throughput is 170MB/s (only 7% of the maximum
throughput). The throughput of sequential writes is better than random
because of lower garbage collection cost. Different from Flash SSD, Op-
tane SSD maintains maximum throughput for sustained writes. The
flat throughput for Optane SSD indicates no cost for garbage collection.

Finally, we study the mapping policy (LBA→PBA) in Optane SSD by
comparing three workload variations. The first is the same workload
as for the interleaving experiments in Figure 3.3: blocks are first writ-
ten in logical address order and then read back in that same LBA order
(LBA-order write:LBA-order read). The second workload preconditions
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Figure 3.11: Detecting Flash and Optane SSD Internal Address Map-
ping Policy. This figure shows Flash (a) and Optane (b) SSD read throughput with three
different precondition and read orders. LBA-order write - LBA-order read: the same as Fig-
ure 3.3: blocks are first written in logical address order and then read back in that same LBA order.
Randomly write - LBA-order read: we precondition the working zone with random writes.
Randomly write - written-order read: we precondition with random writes and then reads
in the order in which the chunks were written.
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the working zone with random writes (random write:LBA-order read).
The third workload preconditions with random writes, but then reads in
the order in which the chunks were written (random write:written-order
read). Figure 3.11 shows the throughput of the three workloads.

For Flash SSD, when the read order does not match the write order,
the throughput pattern disappears; therefore, its mapping policy is not
based on LBA. Flash SSD uses a mapping policy based on written-order
(log-structured) and therefore the throughput pattern only occurs when
we read according to the written order; this is why Flash SSD requires
garbage collection. Optane SSD behaves quite differently; no matter how
we precondition the device, the pattern occurs when reading according
to LBA. Hence, Optane SSD likely adopts LBA-based mapping. This
design is enabled by 3D XPoint memory’s capability to perform in-place
updates. As a result, Optane SSD doesn’t require garbage collection and
can deliver sustainable performance over time.

3.2 Discussion and Implications From the
Contract

3.2.1 Flash vs. Optane SSD

According to our Optane SSD characterization, Flash and Optane SSD
have some similarities but differ significantly in others.

Optane SSD, like Flash SSD, cannot support efficient small accesses
(4KB). Developers should keep this in mind when distinguishing Optane
SSD from PM DIMMs. Internal data chunk alignments are also present
in both Optane SSD and Flash SSD (4KB). Finally, both the Optane SSD
and the Flash SSD employ a RAID-like architecture of internal channels
linked to the device controller.

However, Optane SSD and Flash SSD differ in four important ways:
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I Internal Parallelisms: When compared to Flash, Optane SSD has
much lower access latency but much less internal parallelism. Op-
tane SSD 4KB accesses can be orders of magnitude faster than Flash
SSD. However, as we revealed, current Optane SSD devices opt for
much less parallelism. We believe that this design decision has com-
plicated implications for Optane SSD users.

II Random vs. Sequential: Optane SSD is a true random access block
device, with identical random and sequential read and write perfor-
mance. This is a significant distinction between Optane and Flash.

III Read-Write Interferences: Another significant difference revealed
by our experiments is the difference in read-write interference pat-
terns between Optane and Flash. We discovered that Optane treats
read and write equally, whereas Flash SSD frequently prioritizes
writes over reads, potentially resulting in significant write to read
interferences in Flash.

IV LBA to PBA mapping: Finally, our sustained workloads and experi-
ments revealing Optane’s internal LBA to PBA mapping experiments
show that: Optane SSD no longer performs log-structured writes,
and garbage collection is no longer an issue.

Overall, Optane SSD differs significantly from Flash SSD; Optane SSD
is more than just faster Flash devices. Following that, we will discuss the
exciting opportunities that these devices bring, as well as the implications
for evolving systems for this type of new device.

3.2.2 Implications From the Contract

The following implications can be drawn from our unwritten contract. We
have two audiences in mind; first, those who design systems for Optane
SSD; second, those who combine Flash and Optane in a hybrid setting.
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The Random Access is OK rule suggests possible restructuring of ex-
ternal data structures on Optane SSD. Previous designs try hard to con-
vert unstructured accesses into sequential ones, which is now less neces-
sary on Optane SSDs. Applications which behave poorly on Flash thus
become potential consumers of Optane. The No Crowded Accesses rule,
No Tiny Access rule, and Alignment rule suggest pitfalls that fine-grained
data structures must be aware on Optane SSDs.

Storage hierarchy management also needs careful design. This impli-
cation mainly comes from from the Low Request Scale rule: Flash SSD
outperforms Optane SSD in some cases. Optane SSD provides low ac-
cess latency for workloads with low request scale, while workloads with
high request scale might prefer Flash SSD. In other words, the storage hi-
erarchy, that many assumed when comparing Optane and Flash SSD, is
not a hierarchy for all time. Management of such hierarchies necessitate
careful rethinking. For workloads with mixed reads and writes, the Con-
trol Overall Load rule suggests that read-dominated workloads should
be deployed on Flash SSD to achieve low write latency. However, write-
intensive workloads prefer the Optane SSD, thus avoiding excessive read
latency (influenced by writes in classic Flash SSD). Finally, our results
for sustainable performance suggest that when devices become full (and
thus would cause garbage collection on an SSD), Optane may be a better
choice.

Finally, the unwritten contract introduces some open questions requir-
ing discussion and future research:

I Applicability of This Contract: This contract targets the Intel Op-
tane SSD 905P. It is not clear of the applicability of this contract; will
this contract stay accurate for all PM-based SSDs? On the one hand,
this contract needs to be verified once new devices are available. Bet-
ter specifications (instead of simple best-case latency or throughput
numbers) of the unwritten contracts of new types of devices, on the
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Device Internal Aspects Findings
Internal Parallelism Seven channels
Potential Concurrent Access Contention Minimal (vs. Flash SSD)
Internal Prefetching No
(for sequential access)
Read-Write Scheduling Treating read/write equally
Efficient Access Granularity 4KB
Internal Layout Alignment 4KB
LBA -> PBA mapping LBA-based mapping

(no garbage collection)

Table 3.2: Summary of Findings of Intel Optane SSD Internals. This
table summarizes the device internal aspects that we investigated via micro-experiments, and our
findings. LBA: logical block address. PBA: physical block address.

other hand, should be provided to ease the development of new sys-
tem stacks for these new devices.

II Move to Optane SSD: According to the contract, Optane SSD does
not promise benefits for all applications. Which applications suit the
move to Optane SSD naturally? What may need modification to ex-
ploit the benefits of Optane SSD? An analysis of applications on Op-
tane SSD is required.

III Rethink External Data Structure Design: Do previous external
data structures/algorithms get the optimal performance from Optane
SSD? To answer this question, we think it is worth to first review “Is
there any tradeoff we made to transform unstructured accesses into
sequential ones?” This tradeoff likely exists in single machine graph
processing systems. There is already recent work[132] following this
path (but for NVMe SSD). On the contrary, can we move in-memory
data structures to Optane SSD directly? A study is required. Previ-
ous work on PM [99, 178, 251] can be inspiring.

IV Split Accesses: Led by the unwritten contract, we think the guide to
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take advantage of both Flash SSD and Optane SSD is to split accesses
to the device which best suit them. Some directions are interesting to
look into. 1) At what granularity should we implement this splitting?
Split workloads to devices? Or make the external data structure span
devices? 2) How to support the splitting automatically? There can
be challenges like dynamic workloads and access dependencies. Can
machine learning play a role here? Related work includes [100, 177]

V Wearing out: There is limited open knowledge about the wearing
out of 3D XPoint memory. How severe is it? How is wear-leveling
performed in Optane SSD? How is it done in Optane DC PM? Those
questions also require detailed future analysis of PM devices.

3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we analyzed a popular PM-based block device: the In-
tel Optane SSD. We formalize the rules (as summarized in Table 3.1) that
Optane SSD users need to follow. We also provide experiments to present
the impact when violating each rule, and examine the internals of Optane
SSD to provide insights for each rule. As summarized in Table 3.2, we re-
vealed key aspects of Intel Optane SSD such as internal parallelism, effi-
cient access granularity, LBA->PBA address mapping policy etc. The un-
written contract provides implications and points to directions for poten-
tial research on PM-based devices. We believe that this study will serve
as a foundation for evolving the system stack for Optane SSD devices.
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4
Evolving Caching for PM Hierarchies

The modern storage hierarchies have been reshaped by PM-based de-
vices. Following an understanding of PM device performance charac-
teristics, in this chapter, we analyze classic caching on modern hierar-
chies with PM devices. We introduce Non-Hierarchical Caching (NHC),
an evolved caching approach to manage modern hierarchies. This chap-
ter is based on the paper, The Storage Hierarchy is Not a Hierarchy: Opti-
mizing Caching on Modern Storage Devices with Orthus, published in FAST
2021 [230].

In the first part of this chapter, we show that the decades-old caching
principle of maximizing hit rates is insufficient in modern storage hier-
archies. We quantitatively compare various device pairs in modern hi-
erarchies, such as DRAM/PM/Low-latency SSD/Flash SSDs. Our anal-
ysis reveals a significant change in modern hierarchies: the performance
difference between neighboring layers is now much smaller than in tra-
ditional hierarchies. We then investigate caching on such hierarchies us-
ing both performance modeling and measurements. We find that classic
caching, which aims to direct as many accesses to the cache device as
possible (commonly referred as the principle of maximizing the hit rate),
is unable to fully utilize the significant available performance in capacity
devices (e.g., PM) today. To manage PM hierarchies, a different approach
is required.
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Thus, in the second part of this chapter, we propose Non-hierarchical
Caching (NHC), an enhanced caching approach. NHC augments clas-
sic caching by adding two new mechanisms: read around and admis-
sion rejection. Its central idea is to enable access offloading from cache
to capacity devices when the cache device is saturated, allowing NHC to
utilize both cache and capacity device performance. We also introduce
a feedback-based offloading policy in NHC to determine the amount of
offloading based on the workloads and devices in the hierarchies. We im-
plement NHC in two systems: Orthus-CAS, a generic block-layer caching
kernel module [108], and Orthus-KV, a user-level caching layer for an
LSM-tree key-value store [168]. Through a variety of experimental stud-
ies, we demonstrate that NHC significantly improves caching perfor-
mance in modern hierarchies with heavy workloads. We also show that
NHC is robust to dynamic workloads.

In the following, we first present necessary background and motiva-
tion related to modern PM hierarchies in Section 4.1. We then charac-
terize caching in traditional and modern hierarchies and describe the is-
sue of classic caching in modern hierarchies (Section 4.2). Next, we de-
scribe the design of Non-hierarchical Caching (Section 4.3). Then, we de-
scribe NHC’s implementation (Section 4.4) and present our evaluation
(Section 4.5). Finally, we summarize and conclude (Section 4.6).

4.1 Background and Motivation
In this section, we discuss classic solutions to storage hierarchy manage-
ment. We then review current and near-future PM devices and discuss
how they alter the storage hierarchy.
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<latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVqAlQY2qqnAkmgusZkgXvXSi8c=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HYzqSfdUtmv+DOQZRLkpAw5at3SV6enWRpzhUxSa9uBn2CYUYOCST4pdlLLE8pGdMDbjioacxtms2sn5NQpPdLXxpVCMlN/T2Q0tnYcR64zpji0i95U/M9rp9i/CjOhkhS5YvNF/VQS1GT6OukJwxnKsSOUGeFuJWxIDWXoAiq6EILFl5dJ47wS+JXg/qJcvc7jKMAxnMAZBHAJVbiDGtSBwSM8wyu8edp78d69j3nripfPHMEfeJ8/qX2PLA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zyLoEign2CIhE74fkJf5mSI15Ow=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnk2TM7Mwy0yuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJVJY9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2rE4N43WmpTatiFouheJ1FCh5KzGcxpHkzWh0M/WbT9xYodUDjhMexnSgRF8wik5q3HazoZh0S2W/4s9AlkmQkzLkqHVLX52eZmnMFTJJrW0HfoJhRg0KJvmk2EktTygb0QFvO6pozG2Yza6dkFOn9EhfG1cKyUz9PZHR2NpxHLnOmOLQLnpT8T+vnWL/KsyESlLkis0X9VNJUJPp66QnDGcox45QZoS7lbAhNZShC6joQggWX14mjfNK4FeC+4ty9TqPowDHcAJnEMAlVOEOalAHBo/wDK/w5mnvxXv3PuatK14+cwR/4H3+AJpHjyI=</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: Caching, Tiering, and Non-Hierarchical Caching. The figure
shows the different approaches to managing a storage hierarchy. Caching copies data items to
the performance layer upon a miss. Tiering splits access to each layer and migrates items in the
background (on longer time scales). Non-hierarchical caching (§4.3), our new approach, offloads
excess load at the performance layer to the capacity layer.

4.1.1 Managing the Storage Hierarchy

A storage hierarchy is composed of multiple heterogeneous storage de-
vices and policies for transferring data between those devices. For sim-
plicity, we assume a two-device hierarchy, consisting of a performance de-
vice, Dhi, and a capacity device, Dlo; commonly, Dhi is more expensive,
smaller, and faster, whereas Dlo is cheaper, larger, and slower.

Traditionally, two approaches have been used for managing such a hi-
erarchy: caching and tiering (Figure 4.1). With caching, popular (hot) data
is copied from Dlo into Dhi (e.g., on each miss); to make room for these
hot data items, the cache evicts less popular (cold) data, as determined
by algorithms such as ARC, LRU, or LFU [15, 171, 181, 192, 222, 250]. The
granularity of data movement is usually small, e.g., 4-KB blocks.

Tiering [138, 161, 206], similar to caching, usually maintains hot data
in the performance device. However, unlike caching, when data onDlo is
accessed, it is not necessarily promoted toDhi; data can be directly served
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Example Latency Read (GB/s) Write (GB/s) Cost ($/GB)
DRAM 80ns 15 15 ~7

PM DIMM 300ns 6.8 2.3 ~5
Low-latency SSD 10us 2.5 2.3 1
NVMe Flash SSD 80us ~3.0 ~2.0 0.3
SATA Flash SSD 180us 0.5 0.5 0.15

Table 4.1: Diversified Storage Devices. This figure compares diversified storage
devices today. Data taken from SK Hynix DRAM(DDR4, 16GB), Intel Optane DC PM [37,
38], low-latency SSDs (Optane SSD 905P [40], Micron X100 SSD [56]), NVMe Flash SSD
(Samsung 970 Pro [69, 70]) and SATA Flash SSD (Intel 520 SSD [41]). Low-latency and
NVMe Flash SSD assume PCIe 3.0.

from Dlo. Data is only periodically migrated between devices on longer
time scales (over hours or days) and longer-term optimizations deter-
mine data placement. Tiering typically does such migration at a coarser
granularity (an entire volume or a large extent[138]). While caching can
quickly react to workload changes, tiering cannot do so given its periodic,
coarser-granularity migration.

Both classic caching and tiering, to maximize performance, strive to
ensure that most accesses are served from the performance device. Most
caching and tiering policies are thus designed to maximize hits to the
fast device. In traditional hierarchies where the performance of Dhi is
significantly higher thanDlo, such approaches deliver high performance.
However, with the storage landscape rapidly changing, modern devices
have overlapping performance characteristics and thus it is essential to
rethink how such devices must be managed.

4.1.2 Hardware Storage Trends

As shown in Table 4.1, storage systems are undergoing a rapid trans-
formation with a proliferation of high-performance technologies, includ-
ing persistent memory (e.g., 3D XPoint memory [1, 141]), low-latency
SSDs (e.g., Intel Optane SSD [40], Samsung Z-SSD [71], and Micron X100
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Figure 4.2: Performance Ratios Across Modern Devices. This figure
shows the ratio of throughput (y axis), for varying concurrency (x axis), across device pair-
ings (DRAM/PM, PM/Optane, and Optane/Flash). We disable the cache prefetcher and use
non-temporal stores for DRAM and PM. PM is used as App-Direct mode. Note there is no value
between -1 and +1.

SSD [56]), NVMe Flash SSDs ( [69, 70]), and SATA Flash SSDs ( [41]).
Although a seeming ordering exists in terms of latency, bandwidth dif-
ferences are less clear, and a total ordering is hard to establish.

To better understand the performance overlap of these devices, Fig-
ure 4.2 shows the throughput of a variety of real devices for both 4KB
read/load and write/store while varying the level of concurrency. The
figure plots the performance ratio between pairs of devices: DRAM/PM
plots the bandwidth of memory (SK Hynix 16GB DDR4) vs. a single In-
tel Optane DC PM (128GB); NVM/Optane uses the DC PM vs. the Intel
905P Optane SSD; finally, Optane/Flash uses the same Optane SSD and
the Samsung 970 Pro Flash SSD. For any pair X/Y, a positive ratio (XY ) is
plotted if the performance of X is greater than Y; otherwise, a negative
ratio (−Y

X ) is plotted (in the gray region).
For reads with low concurrency, one can see significant differences be-

tween device pairs. Thus, one might conclude that a total ordering exists.
However, for reads under high concurrency, the ratios change dramat-
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ically. In the most extreme case, the Optane SSD and Flash SSD have
nearly identical performance. For writes, the results are even more in-
triguing; because of the low performance of PM concurrent writes, in one
case (PM/Optane), the ratio changes from much better under low load
to much worse under high load.

To summarize, the following are the key trends in the storage hierar-
chy. Unlike the traditional hierarchy (e.g., DRAM vs. HDD), the new
storage hierarchy may not be a hierarchy; the performance of two neigh-
boring layers (e.g., NVM vs. Optane SSD) can be similar. Second, the
performance of new devices vary depending upon many factors includ-
ing different workloads (reads vs. writes) and level of concurrency. Man-
aging these devices with traditional caching and tiering is no longer effec-
tive. Given our focus on improving caching approaches in this chapter,
we next demonstrate the limitations of caching in modern hierarchies.

4.2 Characterizing Caching in Traditional and
Modern Storage Hierarchies

We now explore caching in different storage hierarchies. Our goal is sim-
ple: to understand how caching performs in both traditional and mod-
ern hierarchies. In doing so, we hope to build towards a technique that
addresses the limitation of caching when running on modern, complex
devices and underneath a range of dynamic workloads.

For a deeper intuition, we first model caching performance. We then
conduct an empirical analysis on real devices, filling in important details
not captured by the model. We also model an approach that we call split-
ting to highlight the drawbacks of classic caching. In splitting, data is
simply split across devices, and no migration is performed at run time.
Splitting outperforms caching when accesses are optimally split between
the performance and capacity devices. In contrast to caching and tiering,
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splitting is impractical: it is not suitable for workloads where popular
items change over time; we use it only as a baseline to build up to our
solution.

4.2.1 Modeling Caching Performance

We assume there are two devices, Dhi and Dlo, where each performs at
a fixed rate, Rhi and Rlo ops/s; of course, real devices are more complex,
with internal concurrency and performance that depends on the work-
load, but this simplification is sufficient for our purposes. Meanwhile,
we assume that simultaneous access to these two devices does not cause
contention (e.g., due to sharing interconnects).

We also assume that the workload has either little concurrency (i.e.,
one request at a time) or copious concurrency (i.e., many requests at a
time). This allows us to bound the caching performance between these
extremes. We assume that the workload is read only; this simplifies our
analysis in that we do not account for dirty writebacks upon a cache re-
placement.

4.2.1.1 Model

We develop a model of caching performance based on hit rate, H ∈ [0, 1].
As stated above, we model two extremes: low and high concurrency. For
one request at a time, the average time per request is:

Tcache,1 = H · Thit + (1 −H) · Tmiss (4.1)

Thit is simply the inverse of the rate of the fast device, i.e., Thit = 1
Rhi

;
Tmiss is the cost of fetching the data from the slow device and also in-
stalling it in the faster device, i.e., Tmiss = 1

Rhi
+ 1
Rlo

, or Rhi+Rlo
Rhi·Rlo .

The resulting bandwidth is the inverse of Tcache,1:
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Bcache,1 =
Rhi · Rlo

H · Rlo + (1 −H) · (Rhi + Rlo)
(4.2)

We now model concurrent workloads. Assume N requests. H ·N are
hits, (1 − H) ·N are misses. Note that only misses are serviced by the
slow device, whereas all requests must be serviced by the fast one (data
admissions). The time to processN requests on the slow or fast device is:

Tslow(N) = N · (1 −H) · 1
Rlo

(4.3)

Tfast(N) = N · (1 −H) · 1
Rhi

+N ·H · 1
Rhi

= N · 1
Rhi

(4.4)

Total time is the maximum of these two, i.e., whichever device finishes
last determines the workload time.

Tcache,many(N) = max(Tslow(N), Tfast(N)) (4.5)

= max(N · 1−H
Rlo

,N · 1
Rhi

) (4.6)

Dividing by N (not shown) yields the average time per request. Fi-
nally, the bandwidth can be computed, as it is the inverse of the average
time per request:

Bcache,many =
1

max(1−H
Rlo

, 1
Rhi

)
(4.7)

We model splitting performance based on the split rate, S ∈ [0, 1],
which determines the fraction S of requests serviced atDhi; the remaining
requests (1− S) are served at the tierDlo. Compared to caching, splitting
eliminates the cost of installing misses on the faster device. Its throughput
can be computed as follows (in a similar way as caching, note the different
formula for Dhi):
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Bsplit,1 =
1

1−S
Rlo

+ S
Rhi

(4.8)

Bsplit,many =
1

max(1−S
Rlo

, S
Rhi

)
(4.9)

4.2.1.2 Model Exploration

We explore different parameter settings with our model. Figure 4.3 shows
the results for four settings, starting with a large difference in perfor-
mance betweenDhi andDlo, and then slowly increasing the performance
of Dlo.

The first graph shows a traditional hierarchy where the performance
of Dhi is much (100×) higher than the performance of Dlo. This graph
shows that both caching and splitting can deliver high performance on
traditional hierarchies. The key is to direct as many requests as possible
toDhi. Caching and splitting perform well if nearly all requests hit inDhi.
Even with 80% hit/split rate, overall performance is quite low, as the slow
device dominates.

The next graph (upper right) examines a case where the performance
ratio between the devices is still high (10×). Optimizing for a high hit/s-
plit rate still works well. Note the slight difference between the low and
high concurrency cases; with higher concurrency, these approaches can
achieve peak performance even with slightly less than a perfect hit rate,
as outstanding requests hide the cost of misses.

The next two graphs represent modern hierarchies where the perfor-
mance of Dhi is closer to that of Dlo (Dhi delivers bandwidth either 2×
Dlo or equal to it). We make two important observations from these
graphs.

First, classic caching is limited by the performance of Dhi and can-
not realize the combined performance of both devices. Even with a 100%
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Figure 4.3: Exploring Modeled Cache Performance. This figure shows model-
predicted throughput (y axis) for caching and splitting at various hit/split ratios (H or S, x
axis). We investigate a range of different device performance levels (subfigure a,b,c,d). We show
performance for workloads with high (“many”) and low (“1”) concurrency. The faster device
performs at a fixed rate of 100 ops/sec.
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hit ratio, caching can only deliver 100 ops/sec as it does not utilize the
bandwidth ofDlo. Splitting (with an optimal split rate) significantly out-
performs caching, exposing critical limitations of caching in modern hi-
erarchies.

Second, in modern hierarchies, maximizing the number of requests
served by Dhi does not always yield the best performance. Consider the
case where Dhi is 2× faster than Dlo. With copious concurrency, when
about two-thirds of the requests are directed toDhi, splitting realizes the
aggregate bandwidth ofDhi andDlo. Increasing the split rate further only
degrades performance. Thus, in modern hierarchies, instead of maximiz-
ing the hit or split rate, the key is to find the right proportion of requests
that must be sent to each device.

4.2.2 Evaluation with Optane DC PM and Optane SSD

Next, we demonstrate that the observations from our model hold for real
storage stacks. We use one traditional hierarchy consisting of DRAM and
a Flash SSD [69]. We also use two modern stacks: first, PM (Optane DC
PM 128GB) and an Optane 905P SSD; second, an Optane SSD and a Flash
SSD. We use these hierarchies to cover a wide range of performance dif-
ferences; meantime, Optane DC PM and Optane SSD are the most popu-
lar emerging devices nowadays. While there could be many hierarchies
(e.g., with different versions of these devices), we believe our hierarchies
are adequate to validate our modeling and draw meaningful implications
for our designs.

For these experiments, we have implemented a new benchmarking
tool, called the Hierarchical Flexible I/O Benchmark Suite (HFIO). HFIO
contains a configurable hierarchy controller that implements caching and
splitting. HFIO uses the LRU-replacement policy for caching. HFIO gen-
erates synthetic workloads with a variety of parameters (e.g., mix of reads
and writes, locality, and the number of concurrent accesses). HFIO pre-
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Figure 4.4: Measured Performance of Caching and Splitting. This figure shows
the caching and splitting throughput of read-only workloads. We plot results for three hierarchies
(DRAM/Flash, PM/Optane, Optane/Flash) and four workloads with different concurrency lev-
els (1, 4, 8, 16). Horizontal dotted lines represent the combined bandwidth of both devices (the
maximum possible throughput).

cisely controls the caching layer size and access locality to obtain a desired
hit rate. We fix the block size to 32 KB and consider only random accesses.
We run our experiments on an Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU at 2.3GHz (16
cores), running Ubuntu 18.04. All experiments ran long enough to fill the
cache and deliver steady-state performance.

We begin by replicating the results from our model by running read-
only workloads and measuring the throughput. Figure 4.4 shows the
results on three hierarchies and workloads with different levels of con-
currency. First, in the traditional hierarchy (DRAM+Flash SSD, the first
row of Figure 4.4), as expected, both caching and splitting can achieve
high performance. Caching and splitting perform similarly, exactly as
our model predicted (Figure 4.3, 100:1 and 100:10 cases).

The second two rows of Figure 4.4 show that caching in new stor-
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age hierarchies (e.g., PM+Optane, Optane+Flash) behaves much differ-
ently than in the traditional hierarchy. With low concurrency (1 or 4),
the caching device (i.e., Optane DC PM or Optane SSD) is not fully uti-
lized and thus optimizing the hit/split rate still improves performance.
However, for workloads with more concurrency, maximizing the hit/s-
plit rates does not lead to peak performance in either of the PM+Optane
or Optane+Flash hierarchies. In these situations, capacity devices such as
Optane SSD provide substantial performance compared to their caching
layers (e.g., DC PM). Splitting (with an optimal split rate) can thus de-
liver significantly greater performance than caching.

Our experiments with real devices reveal several complexities that the
models do not: the optimal split rate depends upon several factors. From
Figure 4.4, we can see that the optimal split rate varies significantly from
one device to another and with the level of parallelism of the workload.
Write ratios also influence the optimal split rate. As shown in Figure 4.5,
for Optane+Flash, the optimal split rate for a read-heavy workload is 90%,
while it is about 60% when the workload is write-heavy. This change
occurs because the difference between the write performances of Optane
and Flash is smaller than the difference between their read performances.
We observe similar results for the PM+Optane hierarchy.

Summary and Implications: Our performance characterization
(modeling and evaluation) of caching provides important lessons for our
design. Classic caching is no longer effective in modern hierarchies: it
does not exploit the considerable performance that can be delivered by
the capacity layer. With high hit rates and when the cache layer is un-
der heavy load, some of the requests can be offloaded to the capacity de-
vice. Such high hit rates and heavy load are quite common in production
caching systems. For instance, a recent study at Twitter showed that eight
out of the ten Twemcache clusters have a miss ratio lower than 5% [239].
Studies have also shown that cache layers often experience heavy load
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(i.e., they are bandwidth saturated) [78, 160].
In the modern hierarchy, the capacity layer can offer substantial per-

formance and should thus be exploited in such situations. An alternative
solution is to increase the number of cache devices in the hierarchy; how-
ever, this approach can be prohibitively expensive as performance devices
are more costly. In contrast, offloading requests to the capacity layer of-
fers a more economic way to realize significant improvements. Such an
offloading approach can deliver the aggregate performance of all devices
by optimally splitting the requests to each device. For the offloading ap-
proach to work well, it is essential to dynamically adjust the split rate
because the optimal rate varies widely in modern hierarchies depending
upon factors such as write ratios and level of concurrency.

We note that classic tiering (which also aims to direct most requests
to the performance layer) suffers from similar shortcomings as caching
in modern hierarchies. In this work, we focus on improving caching for
two main reasons. First, getting tiering to optimally split accesses is fun-
damentally hard. Migration or replication to match the current optimal
split in tiering may hurt performance. In contrast, caching can readily
bypass cache hits to capacity devices; copies of hot data are always avail-
able on both devices. Second, we believe there are many scenarios where
caching may be the only suitable solution and tiering may not be appro-
priate. For instance, applications can only use DRAM as a cache when
persistence is required and cannot tier in the DRAM+PM hierarchy. We
believe many systems use caching for such reasons and an approach that
improves upon classic caching can be beneficial for many such systems.

4.3 Non-Hierarchical Caching
We present non-hierarchical caching (NHC), a caching framework that uti-
lizes the performance of devices that would have been treated as only a
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capacity layer with classic caching. NHC has the following goals:
(i) Perform as well or better than classic caching. Classic caching op-
timizes the performance of a storage hierarchy by optimizing the perfor-
mance from the higher-level device, Dhi; this performance is optimized
by finding the working set that maximizes the hit rate. NHC should de-
generate in the worst-case to classic caching and should be able to leverage
any classic caching policy (e.g., eviction and write-allocation).
(ii) Require no special knowledge or configuration. NHC should not
make more assumptions than classic caching. NHC should not require
prior knowledge of the workload or detailed performance characteristics
of the devices. NHC should be able to manage any storage hierarchy.
(iii) Be robust to dynamic workloads: Workloads change over time, in
their amount of load and working set. NHC should adjust to dynamic
changes.

The main idea of NHC (Figure 4.1) is to offload excess load to capacity
devices when doing so improves the overall caching performance. NHC
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can be described in three steps. First, when warming up the system (or af-
ter a significant workload change), NHC leverages classic caching to iden-
tify the current working set and load that data into the Dhi; this ensures
that NHC performs at least as well as classic caching. Second, after the hit
rate has stabilized, NHC improves upon classic caching by sending excess
load to the capacity device, Dlo. This excess load has two components:
read hits that are not delivering additional performance on Dhi because
Dhi is already at its maximum performance, and read misses that cause
unnecessary data movement between the two devices. Classic caching
moves data from Dlo to Dhi when a miss occurs to improve the hit rate.
However, improving hit rate is not beneficial when Dhi is already deliv-
ering its maximum performance. Therefore, NHC decreases the amount
of data admissions into Dhi . Using a feedback-based approach, NHC
determines the excess load; it requires no knowledge of the device or the
workload. Finally, if a workload change is observed, NHC returns to clas-
sic caching; if the workload never stabilizes, the algorithm degenerates to
classic caching. NHC can leverage the same write-allocation policies as a
classic cache (e.g., write-around or write-back).

4.3.1 Formal Definitions

To describe NHC, we introduce a few terms. We assume that the stor-
age hierarchy is still composed of two devices, Dhi and Dlo. Caching
performance is determined by how the workload is distributed across
those two devices. We denote the total workload over a time period δt
as a constant W, a finite set of accesses to data items. We use w to re-
fer to the subset of W served by Dhi, and use its complement set W −w

for that served by Dlo. We model performance in the time period δt as
P(W,w) = phi(w) + plo(W −w). We make the following assumptions
about the devices:

Assumption 1: Performance of a device has an upper bound. The
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performance of a device cannot increase after it is fully utilized. Lhi and
Llo represent the maximum possible performance that can be delivered
by each device for the current workload, W. We note w0 as the smallest
subset of w such that phi(w0) = Lhi.

Assumption 2: Increasing the workload on a device does not de-
crease performance. This implies phi(x) and plo(x) are monotonically in-
creasing functions. Note that HDD performance can decrease with more
random requests due to more seeks, but the assumption generally holds
for high-performing devices such as DRAM, NVM, and SSDs.

Assumption 3: Before reaching upper limits, phi(x) has a larger gra-
dient than plo(x). Based on our observations from real devices, the po-
tential performance gain of using Dhi is greater than that of using Dlo.

We define classic caching as an approach that optimizes P(W,w) by
maximizing only phi(w). Classic caching attempts to maximize P(W,w)
by finding some working set wmax that maximizes the hit rate of Dhi.

The key insight of NHC is that, when w0 < wmax, an opportunity
exists to move some portion of the workload wmax −w0 away from Dhi

to Dlo. Since phi(w0) = phi(wmax) = Lhi, removing wmax −w0 from
Dhi does not decrease the performance of Dhi below Lhi and now Dlo

can deliver some amount of performance forwmax−w0. Thus, NHC can
always perform as well or better than classic caching.

4.3.2 Architecture

As shown in Figure 4.6, classic caching can be upgraded to NHC by
adding decision points to its cache controller and a non-hierarchical cache
scheduler. The classic cache controller serves reads and writes from a
user/application to the storage devices (i.e.,Dhi andDlo) and controls the
contents ofDhi based on its replacement policy (e.g., LRU). A new cache
scheduler monitors performance and controls whether classic caching is
performed and where cache read hits are served. The scheduler opti-
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Figure 4.6: Non-Hierarchical Caching Architecture. This figure shows the
architecture of NHC. NHC adds decision points and a scheduler to classic caching. As before,
NHC is transparent to users. Any classic caching implementation can be upgraded to be a NHC
one. Note that decision points only tune cache read hits/misses.

mizes a target performance metric that can be supplied by the end-user
(e.g., ops/sec) or use device-level measurements (e.g., request latency).

The NHC scheduler performs this control with a boolean data_admit
(da) and a variable load_admit (la). The da flag controls behavior when
a read miss occurs onDhi: when da is set, missed data items are allocated
inDhi, according to the cache replacement policy; when da is not set, the
miss is handled by Dlo and not allocated in Dhi. Classic caching corre-
sponds to the case where the da flag is true.

The la variable controls how read hits are handled and designates
the percentage of read hits that should be sent to Dhi; when la is 0, all
read hits are sent toDlo. Specifically, for each read hit, a random number
R ∈ [0, 1.0] is generated; if R <= la, the request is sent to Dhi; else, it is
sent to Dlo. In classic caching, la is always 1.

The NHC framework works with any classic caching write-allocation
policy (specified by users), which handles write hits/misses. NHC ad-
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mits write misses into Dhi according to the policy; da, la do not control
write hits/misses. With write-back, cache writes introduce dirty data in
Dhi and data on Dlo can be out-of-date; in this case, NHC does not send
dirty reads to Dlo.

4.3.3 Cache Scheduler Algorithm

The NHC scheduler adjusts the behavior of the controller to optimize a
target performance metric. As shown in Algorithm 1, the scheduler has
two states: increasing the amount of data cached on Dhi to maximize hit
rate, or keeping the data cached constant, while adjusting the load sent
to each device.

State 1: Improve hit rate. The NHC scheduler begins by letting the
cache controller perform classic caching with its default replacement pol-
icy (da is true and la is 1); during this process, the cache is warmed up
and the hit rate improves as the working set is cached in Dhi. The NHC
scheduler monitors the hit rate of Dhi and ends this phase when the hit
rate is relatively stable; at this point, the performance delivered byDhi for
the workload wmax is near its peak.

State 2: Adjust load between devices. After Dhi contains the work-
ing set leading to a high hit rate and performance, the NHC scheduler ex-
plores if sending some requests to Dlo increases the performance of Dlo,
while not decreasing the performance of Dhi, i.e., the algorithm moves
from wmax toward w0. In this state, da is set to false and feedback is
used to tune la to maximize the target performance metric. Specifically,
the scheduler (Lines 6–18) modifies la; in each iteration, performance is
measured with la +/- step over a time interval (e.g., 5ms see §4.4). The
value of la is adjusted in the direction indicated by the three data points.
When the current value of la leads to the best performance, the scheduler
sticks with the current value. The value of la is kept in the acceptable do-
main of [0, 1.0] with a negative penalty function. If the scheduler finds
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Algorithm 1: Non-hierarchical caching scheduler
cache: classic cache controller
step: the adjustment step size for load_admit
f(x): function that measures target performance metric when load_admit

= x, the value is measured by setting load_admit = x for a time interval
1 while true do

# State 1: Improve hit rate
2 data_admit = true, load_admit = 1.0
3 while cache.hit_rate is not stable do
4 sleep_a_while()
5 data_admit = false, start_hit_rate = cache.hit_rate

# State 2: Adjust load_admit
6 while true do
7 ratio = load_admit

# Measure f(ratio-step) and f(ratio+step)
8 max_f = Max(f(ratio-step), f(ratio), f(ratio+step))

# Modify load_admit based on the slope
9 if f(ratio-step) == max_f then

10 load_admit = ratio - step
11 else if f(ratio+step) == max_f then
12 load_admit = ratio + step
13 else if f(ratio) == max_f then
14 load_admit = ratio
15 if load_admit == 1.0 then
16 goto line 2 # Quit tuning if w < w0

# Check whether workload locality changes
17 if cache.hit_rate < (1-α)start_hit_rate then
18 goto line 2

the optimal la is 1, it quits tuning and moves back to State 1; intuitively,
this means NHC has moved the current workloadw beloww0 and hence
requires classic caching to improve the hit rate to further improve perfor-
mance.

Since NHC relies on classic caching to achieve an acceptable hit rate,
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it restarts the optimization process when workload locality changes. The
NHC scheduler monitors the cache hit rate at runtime; if the current hit
rate drops, the scheduler re-enters State 1 to reconfigure the cache with
the current working set. If the workload never stabilizes, NHC behaves
like classic caching.

Target Performance Metrics: NHC can improve different aspects
of performance. NHC can be configured to optimize metrics such as
throughput, latency, tail latency, or any combination. The target metrics
can also capture performance at various levels of the system (e.g., hard-
ware, OS, or application). f is a function that measures the target metric.

Write Operations: NHC handle writes with the write-allocation pol-
icy (specified by users) in the classic cache controller. NHC does not ad-
just the write-allocation policy because it may be chosen for factors other
than performance: endurance[128, 213], persistence, or consistency[163].

Adapting to Dynamic Workloads: NHC periodically measures the
target metric (e.g., throughput) using f and optimizes it by adjusting
load-admission ratios (in a way similar to gradient-descent). NHC only
needs ∆f to determine the optimal split of accesses. Since tuning involves
only one parameter (load-admission ratio), it is cheap and converges fast.
NHC can thus handle frequently-changing workloads with continual tun-
ing.

Summary: Non-hierarchical caching optimizes classic caching to ef-
fectively use the performance of capacity devices. NHC improves on clas-
sic caching in two ways. First, NHC does not admit read misses into Dhi
when the performance of Dhi is fully utilized. Second, when the perfor-
mance of Dhi is at its peak, NHC delivers useful performance from the
Dlo device by sending some of the requests that would have hit in Dhi
to Dlo instead. By determining at run-time the appropriate load, NHC
obtains useful performance from Dlo instead of using Dlo only to serve
misses into Dhi.
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4.4 Implementation
We implement non-hierarchical caching in two places: Orthus-CAS, a
generic block-layer caching kernel module, and Orthus-KV, a user-level
caching layer for a key-value store.

Open CAS [108] is caching software built by Intel that accelerates ac-
cesses to a slow backend block device by using a faster device as a cache.
It supports different write-allocation policies such as write-around, write-
through, and write-back, and uses an approximate LRU policy for evic-
tion. Open CAS is a kernel module that we modify to leverage NHC.
Orthus-CAS works with all policies supported in Open CAS.

We also implement NHC within a persistent block cache for Wis-
ckey [168], an LSM-tree key-value store. LSM trees are a good match for
Optane SSD, and have garnered significant industry interest [3, 55, 129].
Wisckey is derived from LevelDB; the primary difference is that Wisckey
separates keys from values to reduce amplification. While keys remain
in the LSM-tree, values are stored in a log and each key points to its cor-
responding value in the log. Separating keys and values also improves
caching because it avoids invalidating values when compacting levels;
this is similar to the approach in memcached [51] for spilling data to SSD.
We integrate NHC with Wisckey’s persistent block cache layer. The cache
keeps hot blocks (both LSM-tree key and value blocks, 4KB in size) on the
cache device using sharded-LRU. Eviction occurs in units of 64 blocks. We
call this implementation Orthus-KV.
Detecting Hit-rate Stability: NHC considers the hit-rate to be stable
(Algorithm 1, Lines 3-4) when it changes within 0.1% in the last 100-
milliseconds. This simple heuristic works well as NHC does not require
perfect hit-rate-stability detection. With intensive workloads, a higher
hit-rate will only let NHC bypass more hits; with light workloads, NHC
switches to classic caching quickly.
Target Performance Metrics: Our implementations support three tar-
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get metrics: throughput, average latency, and tail (P99) latency, with
throughput being the default. When optimizing throughput, we use the
Linux block-layer statistics [46] to track device throughputs. When opti-
mizing for latency, we track the end-to-end request latency of the caching
system.
Tuning Parameters: NHC implementations must measure the target met-
rics and tune parameters periodically. The speed at which NHC adapts
to workload changes depends on both the interval between target perfor-
mance measurements and the step size. With a smaller interval, tuning
converges faster. Though frequent tuning means more CPU overheads,
our CPU overheads are negligible. We found the Linux block layer coun-
ters [46] are not accurate when the interval is smaller than 5 ms, so we use
the smallest yet accurate interval of 5 ms. A large step size leads to faster
convergence but may get sub-optimal results. NHC adjusts the load ratio
by 2% in each step; we have found this gives a reasonable converging time
with end results similar to smaller step sizes. We leave an adaptive step
size for future work.
Implementation Overhead: We find that implementing NHC into exist-
ing caching layers is fairly straightforward and requires nominal devel-
oper effort. We added only 460 (not including cache mode registration
code) and 228 LOC into Open CAS and Wisckey, respectively.

4.5 Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:

• How does NHC in Orthus-CAS perform across hierarchies, write-
allocation policies, and target metrics? (§4.5.1)

• How does NHC as implemented in Orthus-KV perform on static
workloads? (§4.5.2)
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• How does Orthus-KV handle dynamic workloads? How does it
adapt to changes in load and data locality? (§4.5.3)

• How does NHC compare to previous work? (§4.5.4)

Setup. We use the following real devices: a SK Hynix DDR4 module (de-
noted as DRAM), an Intel Optane 128GB DC PM (PM), an Intel Optane
SSD 905P (Optane), and a Samsung 970 Flash SSD (Flash). We also use
FlashSim [162] to simulate flash devices with different performance char-
acteristics.

4.5.1 Orthus-CAS

We begin by evaluating NHC as implemented in Orthus-CAS running
on microbenchmarks where the workloads do not change over time. The
accesses are uniformly random and 64KB (the suggested page size for
Open CAS). We use 1GB of the cache device and generate workloads with
different hit ratios. We report the stable performance of classic caching;
for NHC, we report when its tuning stabilizes. Unless otherwise noted,
we use throughput as the target function.

4.5.1.1 Storage Hierarchies

We show the normalized throughput of Open CAS and Orthus-CAS for
read-only workloads with different hierarchies, amounts of load, and hit
ratios in Figure 4.7. We define Load-1.0 as the minimum read load to
achieve the maximum read bandwidth of the cache device; we generate
Load-0.5, 1.5, and 2.0 by scaling load-1.0. We investigate hierarchies that
include DRAM, PM, Optane SSD, and Flash. We also mimic hierarchies
with two performance differences (50:10 and 50:25) using FlashSim; we
configure FlashSim to simulate devices with maximum speeds of 50MB/s,
25MB/s, and 10MB/s. We make the following observations from the fig-
ure:
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Figure 4.7: Orthus-CAS on Various Hierarchies. This figure compares the
performance of Orthus-CAS and Classic caching on various hierarchies (x axis). We use read-
only workloads of varying intensity: we define Load-1.0 as the minimum read load to achieve the
maximum read bandwidth of the cache device; we generate Load-0.5, 1.5, and 2.0 by scaling load-
1.0. (a) and (b) show different cache hit rates. All throughputs are normalized to the maximum
read bandwidth of the caching device. We show latency (µs) on top of each bar (not comparable
across hierarchies).
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First, when load is light (e.g., Load-0.5), cache devices always outper-
form capacity devices. In this case, NHC does not bypass any load and
behaves the same as classic caching.

Second, when the workload can fully utilize the cache device, Orthus-
CAS improves performance. Intuitively, a higher hit ratio and load gives
NHC more opportunities bypass requests and improve performance. Fig-
ure 7 confirms the intuition: with 95% hit ratio and Load-2.0, NHC ob-
tains improvements of 21%, 32%, 54% for DRAM+PM, PM+Optane, and
Optane+Flash, respectively. Such improvements are marginally reduced
with an 80% hit ratio.

Third, among these hierarchies, Optane+Flash improves the most
with Orthus-CAS since the performance difference between Optane and
Flash is the smallest, followed by PM+Optane and PM+PM. Our results
with FlashSim show how practitioners can predict the improvement of
using NHC on their target hierarchies.

Finally, our measurements indicate that Orthus-CAS adapts to com-
plex device characteristics. With an 80% hit ratio, classic caching does not
achieve 1.0 normalized throughput on any real hierarchy because cache
misses introduce additional writes to the cache device. NHC handles
such complexities.

Latency Improvement. As shown in Figure 4.7, Orthus-CAS also
improves average latency on all hierarchies. For instance, with Load-
2.0, NHC reduces average latency by 19%, 25%, 39%, for DRAM+PM,
PM+Optane, and Optane+Flash hierarchies, respectively.

4.5.1.2 Write-Allocation Policies

Open CAS can use a variety of write-allocation policies (write-around,
write-back, and write-through) and Figure 4.8 shows that NHC improves
performance relative to classic caching with each policy. The experiments
vary the storage hierarchy, the write ratio, and the dirty-read ratio. We
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Figure 4.8: Orthus-CAS with Different Write-allocation Policies. The
figure shows Orthus-CAS overall throughput speedup (against Open CAS) with different write-
allocation policies: WA, WB, and WT are write-around, write-back, and write-through. Work-
loads have a concurrency level of 16 and 95% hit rates.

control the dirty-read ratio by limiting the percentage of the working set
that writes can touch (e.g., if writes go to 80% of the working set, then
80% of the reads will be dirty).

NHC improves reads irrespective of write ratios. When reads or
writes overload the cache device, NHC bypasses read hits, improving
performance (e.g., significantly so on PM+OptaneSSD where PM writes
interfere with reads dramatically). As shown in Figure 4.8, the overall
improvements are dependent upon a combination of the workload write
and dirty-read ratios and the write-allocation policy. NHC offers more
benefits when there are fewer writes. With write-back, NHC cannot of-
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Target
Metric

PM + Optane Optane + Flash
Throughput

GB/s
Avg. lat.
µs

P99 lat.
µs

Throughput
GB/s

Avg. lat.
µs

P99 lat.
µs

Open CAS 6.7 77 115 2.3 227 269
Throughput 8.0 64 147 3.9 132 289

Avg. lat. 8.0 64 143 3.9 132 285
P99 lat. 6.9 75 106 3.3 155 245

Table 4.2: Different Target Metrics. The table shows Orthus-CAS performance
using different target performance metrics. We use read-only workloads (concurrency level of 8,
95% hit ratio). The best result for each metric is in bold.

fload reads of dirty items to the capacity device and thus performs much
better with fewer dirty reads. Write-around and write-through maintain
consistent copies and thus Orthus-CAS offers benefits independent of the
dirty-read ratio.

4.5.1.3 Target Performance Metrics

NHC can improve different performance metrics by using different mea-
sure functions f. Table 4.2 shows the performance of Open CAS and
Orthus-CAS when using throughput, average latency, and tail (P99) la-
tency as target metrics. Optimizing throughput or average latency yields
similar improvements to both metrics on both hierarchies, but increases
tail latency. This increase occurs because in each of these storage hierar-
chies, the performance device has much better tail latency than the capac-
ity device; thus classic caching defaults to appropriate behavior. When
NHC is configured with P99 latency as the target metric, Orthus-CAS has
better tail latency than Open CAS and than it does with other targets.

4.5.2 Orthus-KV: Static Workloads

We use Orthus-KV, the NHC implementation in Wisckey, to show the ben-
efits for real applications. Caching in Wisckey uses write-around, due to
the LSM-tree’s log-structured writes. In these experiments we focus on
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Figure 4.9: Orthus-KV, YCSB-C Performance. This figure shows Orthus-KV
performance with YCSB-C benchmark. YCSB-C workload has 100% reads. We use 16B keys and
1KB or 16KB values. Accesses follow a Zipfian distribution (theta).

Optane+Flash since it is often used for key-value stores[55, 129]. We set
the caching layer to 33 GB, 1/3 of the 100 GB dataset. We use cgroup to
limit the OS page cache to 1 GB to focus on caching in the storage system
instead of caching in main memory.

Our initial evaluation uses the YCSB workloads [117]. Most YCSB
workloads are constant: their load does not change and they have a sta-
ble key popularity distribution (i.e., Zipfian). These workloads cover dif-
ferent read/write ratios (e.g., YCSB-C: 100% reads, YCSB-A: 50% reads
and 50% updates), as well as various operations (e.g., YCSB-E involves
95% range queries and 5% inserting new keys, while Workload-F has
50% read-modify-writes). We evaluate YCSB-D as a dynamic workload
(§4.5.3).

Gets: Figure 4.9 compares the throughput of Wisckey and Orthus-
KV for three YCSB-C workloads and different amounts of concurrency.
Orthus-KV achieves equivalent or higher throughput than Wisckey for
all workloads. Orthus-KV significantly improves throughput at high load
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Figure 4.10: Orthus-KV Bandwidth Breakdown, YCSB-C. This figure com-
pares Optane/Flash SSD read bandwidth breakdown during YCSB-C workloads for Orthus-KV
(dark grey bars) and Classic Caching (light grey bars).

levels: with 32 threads, 46%, 30%, and 71% higher throughput for the
three workloads. When load is high enough to saturate Optane, the rel-
ative benefits of Orthus-KV depend on how much it can avoid unneces-
sary data movement and perform better load distribution. Figure 4.10
illustrates these two benefits with the read bandwidth delivered by each
device. First, classic caching suffers from unnecessary data admissions
into Optane: its effective Optane read bandwidth never reaches the peak
(2.3GB/s). NHC avoids this wasteful data movement. Second, classic
caching never delivers more than the maximum Optane bandwidth to
the application. In contrast, NHC improves the performance out of the
hierarchy by distributing some cache hits to the Flash SSD.

Updates, Inserts, and Range Queries: Figure 4.11 shows Orthus-KV
handles a range of operations (gets, updates, inserts, and range queries)
and always performs at least as well as Wisckey. NHC improves all YCSB
workloads, with greater benefits with more get operations.
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Figure 4.11: Other YCSB Workloads. This figure shows Orthus-KV performance
for YCSB A,B,E,F workloads. We use 16B keys, 1KB values, 32 threads and theta = 0.6.

Latency Improvement: With throughput as its target, Orthus-KV re-
duces YCSB average latency by up to 42%. For YCSB-C (32 threads, 0.8
theta), Orthus-KV provides 30% and 38% lower latency for 1KB and 16KB
values, respectively.

CPU Overhead: Orthus-KV increases CPU utilization slightly (0-2%
for 24 threads) due to a few additional counters that track caching behav-
ior and device performance over time.

4.5.3 Orthus-KV: Dynamic Workloads

We evaluate NHC for dynamic workloads using the same experimental
setting as §4.5.2. We explore how Orthus-KV handles time-varying work-
loads and dynamic working sets.
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Figure 4.12: Orthus-KV with Dynamic ZippyDB Workloads. This figure
shows the throughput of Orthus-KV and classic caching (top graphs), as well as load/data admit
ratio over time in Orthus-KV (bottom graphs). Because data admit is 0 or 1, we show a fractional
windowed sum of its value over 5 time steps for readability. We replay the ZippyDB benchmark
on a single machine. The average value size is 16KB; the number of key ranges is 6. We use 32
threads for the maximum load and adjust the number of threads dynamically according to the
diurnal load model. We speed up the two-day workload by 1000×.

4.5.3.1 Dynamic Load

We evaluate how well NHC handles load changes with the Facebook Zip-
pyDB benchmark [107]. ZippyDB is a distributed key-value store built on
RocksDB and used by Facebook. The ZippyDB benchmark generates key-
value operations according to realistic trace statistics: 85% gets, 14% puts,
1% scans following a hot range-based model; the request rate models the
diurnal load sent to ZippyDB servers. We note that the access patterns
(e.g., read sizes) of the ZippyDB benchmark vary significantly as their
value sizes range from bytes to MBs. We speed up the replay of Zippydb
requests by 1000 to stress the storage system and to better evaluate NHC’s
reactions to changes in load.
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Figure 4.13: Orthus-KV with a Sudden Working Set Change in Work-
load. This figure shows throughput of Orthus-KV and classic caching (top graphs), and
load/data admit ratio over time in Orthus-KB (bottom graphs). We use the workload similar to
YCSB-C 16KB value, 32 threads, but with two different working sets before and after 10s.

As shown in Figure 4.12 (top), Orthus-KV outperforms Wisckey dur-
ing the day by up to 100%, but performs similarly when the load is lower
at night. Figure 4.12 (bottom) shows how Orthus-KV adjusts data and
load admit ratios. During the night, both are around 100%; Orthus-KV
occasionally adjusts the load admit ratio when the hit rate is stable, but
quickly returns to classic caching after finding no improvements. During
the day, Orthus-KV keeps the data admit ratio at 0 and adjusts the load
admit ratio to adapt to the dynamic load.

4.5.3.2 Dynamic Data Locality

We demonstrate that NHC reacts well to abrupt changes in the working
set in Figure 4.13. The experiments base on YCSB-C, beginning with one
working set (Zipfian theta=0.8, hot spot at beginning of the key space),
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Figure 4.14: Orthus-KV with a Gradual Working Set Change in Work-
load. This figure shows throughput of Orthus-KV and classic caching (top graphs), and
load/data admit ratio over time in Orthus-KB (bottom graphs). We use YCSB-D with 16B keys,
1KB values, 32 threads. We also show throughput of a modified Orthus-KV that always performs
data admit (dotted line).

and then changing at time 10s (a hot spot at the end of the key space).
The graph shows that when the working set changes (time=10s), Orthus-
KV quickly detects the change in hit rate and switches to classic caching:
the load and data admit ratios increase to 1.0. After the hit rate begins
to stabilize (time=11s), Orthus-KV tunes the load admit ratio. Initially
(11s-28s), because the hit rate is still not high enough,Orthus-KV often
identifies 1.0 as the best load admit and returns to classic caching with
data movement. Approximately 20s after the workload change, the hit
rate stabilizes and Orthus-KV reaches steady-state performance that is
60% higher than classic caching.

Finally, we show that NHC can outperform classic caching even when
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the working set changes gradually. Figure 4.14 shows Orthus-KV’s per-
formance on YCSB-D (95% reads, 5% inserts), where locality shifts over
time as reads are performed on recently-inserted values. Due to the lo-
cality changes and not admitting new data to the cache, the hit rate in
Orthus-KV decreases over time, until NHC identifies that 1.0 is the best
load admit rate. Then Orthus-KV returns to classic caching and raises the
hit rate. Once the hit rate restabilizes, the cycle resumes with Orthus-KV
adjusting the load admit rate.

We also explore the alternative approach of always performing data
admission while tuning the load admit rate in Figure 4.14. As shown,
this alternative maintains a stable hit rate, avoiding abrupt phases of ad-
mitting new data; this always performs better than classic caching but
its peak performance does not reach that of the default Orthus-KV. Our
results illustrate the interesting tradeoff between avoiding unnecessary
data movement and maintaining a stable hit rate for dynamically chang-
ing workloads.

4.5.4 Comparisons with Prior Approaches

We now show that NHC significantly outperforms two other approaches
that have been suggested for utilizing the performance of a capacity de-
vice: SIB [160] and LBICA [80]. SIB targets HDFS clusters with many
SSDs and HDDs, in which case the aggregate HDD throughput is non-
trivial: SIB uses SSDs as a write buffer (does not admit any read miss),
and proposes using the HDDs for handling extra read traffic. LBICA de-
termines when a performance layer is under “burst load” at which point
it will not allocate new data to the performance layer; unlike NHC, LBICA
does not redirect any read hits.

To compare NHC against SIB and LBICA, we have implemented these
approaches in Open CAS. To make SIB suitable for general-purpose
caching environments, we have improved it in two ways. First, SIB oper-
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Figure 4.15: NHC vs. SIB and LBICA. This figure compares NHC with two re-
lated works SIB and LBICA. (a) uses a static read-only workload. (b) uses dynamic workloads;
the write-ratio is fixed in each period (e.g., 10s), but changes (randomly between 0% to 50%)
across periods. We use workloads with parallelism/concurrency 16, 95% hits, runtime 100s on
Optane+Flash hierarchy.

ates on a per-process granularity instead of per-request: the traffic from
some processes is not allowed to use the SSD cache; we altered SIB so
that it adjusts load per-request (SIB+). Second, we modified SIB so that
it admits read misses into the cache (SIB++).

Using the experimental setup from §4.5.1 on Optane+Flash, we start
with a read-only workload in Figure 4.15.a. SIB+ does not perform well
because it does not admit read misses into Optane. SIB++ performs bet-
ter, but suffers when the workload changes as in Figure 4.15.b; in these
workloads, the amount of write traffic is changed every period, for peri-
ods between 10 and 0.5 seconds. SIB cannot handle dynamic workloads
because SIB has two phases; in its training phase, SIB learns the maxi-
mum performance of the caching device for the current workload; in the
inference phase, SIB judges whether the caching device is saturated and,
if it is, bypasses some processes (requests). As we have shown, the max-
imum performance of modern devices depends on many workload pa-
rameters: read-write ratios, load, and access patterns. Thus, if the work-
load changes in any way, SIB must either relearn the target maximum
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performance or use an inaccurate target. In our experiments, as the dura-
tion of each phase decreases, the performance of SIB decreases dramati-
cally. Unlike SIB, NHC uses a simple, continuous feedback-based tuning
approach and thus converges rapidly and adapts to dynamic workloads
well. Finally, LBICA performs poorly because it does not redirect any read
hits to use the capacity device; it simply does not allocate more data to the
performance device when it is overloaded.

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we show how emerging PM devices have strong impli-
cations for caching in modern hierarchies. We show that the decades-
old caching principle of maximizing hit rates ignores capacity layer per-
formance; however, in modern hierarchies, capacity layers (such as PM
DIMM) are performant and can account for a significant portion of over-
all hierarchy performance (cache layer + capacity layer). As a result, in
modern hierarchies, this principle becomes insufficient. We introduced
non-hierarchical caching (NHC), an enhanced caching approach to ex-
tract peak performance from modern hierarchies. Compared to classic
caching, NHC has three new components: i) read around mechanism, ii)
admission rejection mechanism, and iii) a feedback-based offloading pol-
icy. The first two components enable NHC to offload accesses to capacity
layers when the cache device is already saturated, and exploit the capac-
ity layer performance. The third component help determine how much to
offload during runtime in response to various device and workload char-
acteristics in the hierarchy. Through experiments, we demonstrated the
benefits of NHC on a wide range of devices, cache configurations, and
workloads. We believe NHC can serve as a better foundation to manage
storage hierarchies.
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5
Evolving Sharing Mechanisms for PM

In the last part of the thesis, we address the question of how PM devices
can be shared across multiple tenants. We analyze the problems of ex-
isting sharing mechanisms (designed for DRAM/block devices) on PM,
and then propose new mechanisms to overcome the difficulties of shar-
ing PM. We focus on a detailed setup of multi-tenant memory-based look-
aside key-value caches (such as memcached [52]). This chapter is based
on the paper, NyxCache: Flexible and Efficient Multi-tenant Persistent Mem-
ory Caching, published in FAST 2022 [231].

To analyze existing sharing approaches for PM, we first summarize the
basic mechanisms (e.g., resource usage accounting, interference analysis)
used to achieve diverse sharing objectives (e.g., QoS-aware, proportional
sharing). This is an important first step because, as we have discovered,
there are numerous sharing objectives in various sharing configurations;
studying all of these objectives would be impossible. Then, we examine
each sharing mechanism’s issues on PM. Our analysis shows that existing
sharing mechanisms designed for DRAM/block devices do not readily
translate to PM due to PM’s unique characteristics such as 256B access
granularity, asymmetric read/write performance, and severe and unfair
interference between reads and writes.

To address this issue, we introduce NyxCache (Nyx), a standalone
lightweight and flexible PM access regulation framework for multi-tenant
key-value caches that is optimized for today’s PM without special hard-
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ware support. Nyx’s central contribution is a set of software mechanisms
designed for PM to extract the information required to flexibly enforce
popular sharing policies. Nyx provides new mechanisms to efficiently
i) regulate PM accesses, ii) obtain a client’s PM resource usage, and iii)
analyze inter-client interferences for PM. We then describe how we use
these new mechanisms to easily and efficiently support sharing policies
such as resource limiting, QoS, fair slowdown, and proportional shar-
ing. Through various experimental studies, we demonstrate the efficacy
of each sharing policy.

In the following, we first evaluate previous multi-tenant caches and
their limits for PM (§5.1); discuss the Nyx design (§5.2); evaluate over-
heads of Nyx’s mechanisms and the effectiveness of its policies (§5.3);
discuss potential extensions (§5.4); and conclude (§5.5).

5.1 Background and Motivation
We provide background on the sharing policies provided by many in-
memory multi-tenant key-value caches and the mechanisms needed to
implement those policies. We explain why previous approach for pro-
viding control and information on DRAM or block devices do not work
well on PM.

5.1.1 Sharing Policies for Multi-Tenant Caches

In-memory key-value caches such as memcached [52], Redis [66], and
Pelikan [61] are an essential part of web infrastructure for many real-
time and batch applications [10, 239]. Before accessing data from
slow backend-storage or compute nodes, applications first check an in-
memory cache server. In production environments, cache servers are
usually multi-tenant: many cache instances are consolidated on a sin-
gle server to improve utilization and simplify management and scal-
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ing [187]. In a multi-tenant cache, requests are routed to the cache in-
stance of the corresponding tenant. For example, large companies such
as Facebook [187] and Twitter [239] maintain hundreds of large-memory
dedicated servers that host thousands of cache instances. Smaller com-
panies use caching-as-a-service providers such as ElastiCache [7], Re-
dis [65] and Memcachier [54]. In this chapter, we focus on managing
an individual multi-tenant cache server.

Giving competing clients, enforcing performance and sharing goals is
critical in multi-tenant caching. Different industrial and research multi-
tenant systems have provided different objectives; we focus on the follow-
ing four.

Resource Limiting: A common objective when clients pay for re-
sources is to guarantee that each client cannot exceed some amount of
usage such as bandwidth, ops/sec, or number of resources [6, 27]. For
example, Google Cloud memcache limits operations according to a pric-
ing tier, such as “Up to 10k reads or 5k writes (exclusive) per sec per
GB” [27]. Multiple resources can be limited simultaneously, e.g., Ama-
zon ElastiCache [6] charges for both memory and vCPUs.

There are two requirements for a multi-tenant cache to enforce per-
client resource limits. First, the system must accurately determine the
amount of resource each client is using; we refer to this as resource us-
age estimation. Second, the system must reschedule or throttle requests of
each client if they exceed this limit, which we call request regulation. Below
(§5.1.2), we describe how previous multi-tenant caches have provided re-
quest regulation and resource usage estimation, and why these previous
approaches are not sufficient for PM.

Quality-of-Service: A multi-tenant system may ensure that each
client’s performance goals (throughput, latency, or tail latency) are
met regardless of other co-located clients, as in Twitter [62] and Mi-
crosoft [214]. This objective is useful for latency-critical clients that must
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meet service-level objectives (SLOs). For example, production caches at
Twitter provide a p999 latency of <5 milliseconds [62].

Providing QoS requires knowledge of whether each client is meeting
its goals at run-time. When the system observes that one client is not
meeting its performance guarantee, interfering clients are identified and
limited [111, 135, 176] (e.g., with request regulation). Identifying the client
causing the most harm is usually straightforward and based on simple
bandwidth [135] for DRAM-based caches, but not for PM. A new tech-
nique involving interference estimation is required on PM to determine how
the workloads compose.

In addition to run-time support, guaranteeing QoS requires admis-
sion control and space allocation. Admission control must be per-
formed on newly arriving clients to ensure that the system has suffi-
cient resources and that the new client will not interfere with existing
clients [120, 121, 179]. Space allocation across cache instances must be
performed to provide a specified hit ratio for each client to ensure each can
meet its goals. Previous research has focused on this challenge. For exam-
ple, Microsoft [214] allocates space to meet QoS bandwidth targets, and
Robinhood [96] to minimize tail latency. Admission control and space
allocation are mostly orthogonal to the new challenges introduced by PM
and are not our focus.

Fair Slowdown: Multi-tenant systems in more cooperative environ-
ments may ensure that all clients are slowed down by the same amount.
Formally, these approaches minimize the ratio of the maximum slow-
down to the minimum slowdown [127, 215]. In web cache settings, ap-
plication requests may fan out, in which case the cache access with the
longest latency determines overall latency [96, 187]; thus, balancing slow-
down benefits overall request latency.

Enforcing fair slowdown requires knowledge of each cache’s slow-
down at runtime. The system must monitor each cache’s current perfor-
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Quality Proportional
Resource of Fair Resource

Limit Service Slowdown Allocation

Request Regulation 3 3 3 3
Resource Usage 3 3

Interference 3 *
Application Slowdown 3 3

Table 5.1: Control and Information Needed. This figure summarizes the control
and information required to implement popular sharing goals (Resource Limit, etc.). 3indicates
control or information is required by the policy. * indicates optional.

mance when sharing the server with others and know its performance if
run alone. A technique for slowdown estimation is required. Furthermore,
to equalize slowdowns of different caches, caches with small slowdown
should be further limited and caches with larger slowdowns should be
less limited (e.g., with request regulation).

Proportional Resource Allocation: Finally, a multi-tenant system
may incent clients to share resources by guaranteeing that each of N
clients performs within 1/N-th of its stand-alone performance. This guar-
antee can be generalized to give each client a different proportional share.
Idle resources may be redistributed across clients, such that some obtain
more than their guarantee. For example, FairRide [199] ensures propor-
tional cache space allocation.

To guarantee proportional allocation, a multi-tenant cache must meet
three requirements. The system must perform request regulation and re-
source usage estimation to guarantee that each client does not consume
more than its allocation. When assigning idle resources to clients, the
system must validate that the additional resource usage does not inter-
fere with others; therefore, the system must track each client’s slowdown
(i.e., with slowdown estimation) and stop idle resource re-allocation before
it severely impacts some clients.

In summary, for a multi-tenant cache to provide the above policies, it
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Metric Load No-Prefetch NT-Load Store Store+clwb NT-Store

256B GB/s 1.59 1.53 0.29 1.12 0.52 3.73
us 0.49 0.52 0.84 0.38 0.47 0.08

4KB GB/s 4.08 2.92 2.24 1.03 1.50 3.44
us 1.22 1.69 1.84 4.14 2.71 1.22

Table 5.2: PM Load/Store Performance. This table summarizes the throughput
and latency of single thread random 256B and 4KB load/store operations (on 2× Optane DC
PM). No-Prefetch: the CPU’s prefetching is turned off (for DRAM/PM); NT: non-temporal
operations that bypass the CPU cache.

must control resource usage of each cache instance and obtain informa-
tion about resources and application performance. Table 5.1 summarizes
the needed control and information for each policy.

5.1.2 Challenges of PM Cache Sharing

Persistent memory is an appealing building block for key-value caches.
After presenting PM background, we describe the challenges of using PM
for multi-tenant caching.

5.1.2.1 Persistent Memory Characteristics

PM is becoming a reality in products and research prototypes. For exam-
ple, Intel Optane DC PM [37] is a popularly available device; there are
also research prototypes [109, 169, 227]. In this chapter, we use PM to re-
fer to Optane DC PM. PM performance is similar to DRAM but can deliver
extremely large capacity at low cost [37, 38]. PM is significantly faster
than NAND Flash and is byte-addressable. PM is directly connected to
the memory bus and, when configured in App Direct Mode, can be ac-
cessed using loads and stores. Different CPU caching options exist for
PM access: loads and stores with CPU caching and prefetching; loads and
stores with prefetching disabled (for both PM and DRAM); non-temporal
(NT) operations that bypass the CPU cache entirely [238].
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Table 5.2 summarizes the bandwidth and latency of Optane DC PM
for a workload relevant to key-value caches: random 256B and 4KB loads
and stores. As shown, for loads, regular loads perform best: CPU cache
prefetching is essential for hiding PM latency and increasing throughput.
For stores on a random workload, NT-stores that bypass the CPU cache
have much better performance. Thus, we use in-PM key-value caches op-
timized to use regular loads and NT-stores.

PM has unique characteristics that impact multi-tenant caching. For
instance, as previously identified, PM exhibits asymmetric read vs.
write performance [151], especially efficient access for specific sizes
(e.g., 256B) [238], and severe and unfair interference across reads and
writes [189]. As we will describe, these characteristics deeply impact the
ability to perform request regulation and to estimate resource usage, in-
terference, and application slowdown.

5.1.2.2 Request Regulation

Previous approaches for request regulation have been designed for both
DRAM and for block I/O. However, none of these approaches are suitable
for PM.

Existing techniques for regulating memory requests have adjusted the
number of cores dedicated to an application [135], used clock modulation
(DVFS) [196], and Intel Memory Bandwidth Allocation (MBA) [35]. In
multi-tenant caching, reducing the number of cores is not suitable be-
cause a cache instance is often allotted only a single core [6]. Intel MBA
manages last-level cache (LLC) misses from each core to limit memory
traffic, but does not distinguish between misses to PM and DRAM [34]
and so cannot restrict PM accesses without also slowing down DRAM.
Furthermore, Intel MBA does not have access to accurate information
about resource usage, interference, and application slowdown, as we will
discuss. Likewise, adjusting CPU frequency has an effect on all instruc-
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tions; Oh et al. [189] demonstrated the ineffectiveness of CPU frequency
scaling on regulating PM traffic.

I/O requests have been regulated via software with block-layer I/O
scheduling [43], which is not suitable for PM for two reasons. First, the
block abstraction would add significant read/write amplification for byte-
addressable PM. Second, scheduling requests with merging, reordering,
and other synchronization would add unacceptable overhead to other-
wise low-latency PM accesses [90].

5.1.2.3 Resource Usage Estimation

Previous techniques for estimating the memory or I/O usage of clients
do not work well for PM. We describe the problems with previous soft-
ware approaches for tracking I/O usage and with hardware approaches
for DRAM.

As discussed above, CPU cache prefetching is required for PM to
deliver high bandwidth and low latency. However, when estimating
block I/O traffic in software [12, 118, 241], extra PM accesses caused by
prefetching are not observed. Running an experiment with 1KB random
loads, we found that software-level tracking accounted for only 60% of
actual memory traffic, leading to inaccurate resource-usage estimation.

Accounting on DRAM uses hardware counters to track L3 cache line
misses to the memory controller per core. While hardware counters ac-
curately measure prefetching, they do not account for the difference be-
tween cache line size and PM access granularity, which is needed for PM
accounting. Because PM has a 256B minimum access granularity, a 64B
load (a single L3 cache line) utilizes the same amount of PM resources
as a 256B load (four L3 cache lines). Thus, four cache line accesses can
result one to four PMEM accesses. Previous systems for resource esti-
mation have often used bandwidth consumption as a proxy for resource
usage [135, 176, 243], but this is not appropriate for PM where operation
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Figure 5.1: PM Load Performance with Various Interferences. This figure
shows the throughput of a victim workload (single thread 256B loads) with various interferences.
(a) shows the victim throughput and tail latency when colocated with varying amounts of read
and write interferences. (b) shows the victim performance when colocated with 1GB/s store
traffic of varying access sizes (range from 64B to 512B with step of 64B).

cost is affected by access size and is different for reads versus writes.
Unfortunately, current hardware counters in PM are also not sufficient;

existing PM counters are at the DIMM media-level and do not track per-
client or per-core usage [45, 189].
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5.1.2.4 Interference Estimation

In memory-based approaches, interference caused by a particular client
was assumed to be related to memory bandwidth. For example, Cal-
adan [135] identifies the client with the highest number of LLC misses,
which corresponds directly to the client with the highest memory band-
width. This simplification does not work for PM, as PM interference de-
pends on both volume and pattern of traffic.

Specifically, on PM, write-intensive clients generate greater interfer-
ence than read-intensive clients with the same bandwidth, as shown in
Figure 5.1.a. For example, on a read-intensive client, a competing 1GB/s
write causes the same throughput and tail latency interference as a com-
peting 8GB/s read. As shown in Figure 5.1.b, smaller accesses (64B)
can cause more interference than larger accesses (256B). Since PM has
a minimum granularity of 256B, a 64B access is amplified into 256B on
the device; thus, at the same bandwidth, 64B accesses generate signifi-
cantly more interference than 256B accesses. In short, the bandwidth of
a competing client is not a good estimation of interference in PM, unlike
DRAM.

5.1.2.5 Application Slowdown Estimation

Numerous efforts have estimated slowdown for DRAM and Flash-based
systems; however, all require specialized device support. For example,
FST [127] requires in-DRAM bank conflict counters that are updated with
each memory access; MISE [216] and ASM [215] require the DRAM con-
troller to assign priorities to application requests. FLIN [217] changes the
Flash controller to track and rearrange each flash transaction. Although
application slowdown is not inherently different on PM than DRAM or
I/O, previous approaches require special hardware which is not available
on PM.
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Summary: Multi-tenant PM caching demands new methods for regulat-
ing PM accesses and extracting PM resource usage, interference informa-
tion, and application slowdown.

5.2 NyxCache Design
Given that existing multi-tenant cache servers cannot handle PM, we in-
troduce NyxCache (Nyx). Nyx provides mechanisms for control (e.g., re-
quest throttling) and information estimation on PM (e.g., resource usage,
interference, and application slowdown), and supports a range of shar-
ing policies (e.g., resource limiting, quality-of-service, fair slowdown,
and proportional resource usage). We describe the overall architecture of
Nyx, present our design goals, describe how Nyx provides these mecha-
nisms and policies.

5.2.1 Architecture

As shown in Figure 5.2, Nyx provides a multi-tenant in-PM caching
framework. Each PM server running Nyx may contain any number of
cache instances (e.g., memcached, Pelikan, Redis). Thousands of users
may send requests (e.g., set/get) to their associated cache instance. When
cache space is exhausted, a cache instance can use any eviction strategy
(e.g., FIFO, LRU, and LFU). As in other look-aside caches, users explic-
itly write desired data into the cache; Nyx does not fetch data from remote
storage on a cache miss.

Nyx can be configured with different sharing policies and parameters
(e.g., a resource limit, latency target, or proportional weight). Admin-
istrators can implement new policies using the control and information
mechanisms provided by Nyx. At runtime, Nyx enforces the desired
sharing policy. Based on information Nyx acquires about per-instance
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Figure 5.2: NyxCache Architecture. This figure presents Nyx architecture. Nyx im-
plements throttling and resource usage accounting for each cache instance, and enforces sharing
policies across cache instances. Nyx contains two major components: 1) a Nyx Library for each
instance, and 2) a centralized Nyx Controller.

resource usage and performance, the Nyx controller dynamically adjusts
the throttling and space allocated to instances.

Nyx has two requirements for cache instances. First, each cache
instance must report application-level performance metrics such as
throughput and tail latency; most systems have this capability or can be
extended [53]. Second, the instances must be integrated with a trusted
Nyx-library. When a cache instance reads/writes from/to PM, it must use
Nyx library APIs (e.g., read(dest, src), write(dest, src)). For each PM ac-
cess, the Nyx library throttles access, tracks PM usage, and performs the
actual access. The library uses a separate thread to communicate with the
Nyx controller. The controller interacts with the library to query statis-
tics and to set configuration, space, and throttling values. Nyx leverages
techniques from previous multi-tenant in-memory caches for basic shar-
ing functionality such as admission control and space allocation. As of
now, Nyx only manages cache instances on a single NUMA node that
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share PM (and all PM accesses are local); multiple Nyx can be used to
manage multiple NUMA nodes. We leave NUMA-aware management
for future work.

5.2.2 Design goals

Nyx has the following goals. (i) Lightweight: Performance is critical for
in-PM caching; thus the cost of adding control and acquiring information
must be low relative to the cost of accessing PM. (ii) Flexible Sharing
Policies: Different sharing policies may be required by administrators for
different scenarios. Thus, Nyx can be configured with several policies
based on a common set of simple mechanisms. (iii) No Special Hard-
ware: Previous work has assumed smart resources (e.g. Flash, DRAM)
that provide configurable control and information [186, 217, 245, 247].
Nyx handles current devices with existing hardware interfaces. (iv)
Minimal Assumptions: Storage devices are continuously evolving, with
new generations having new performance characteristics. Therefore, Nyx
does not assume a particular performance model for all PM devices (e.g.,
the interference for different operations).

5.2.3 Nyx Mechanisms

Nyx contains low-level mechanisms that enable higher-level sharing poli-
cies to be implemented easily. Since request regulation, estimation of re-
source usage, interference, and application slowdown are changed sig-
nificantly by PM, we describe these Nyx mechanisms in detail. Access
control and space allocation are largely independent of PM and not the
focus of this chapter; Nyx borrows these techniques from previous sys-
tems [96, 116, 179, 199, 214].

PM Access Regulation: To minimize the overhead of regulating re-
quests to PM, Nyx adheres to the basic principle used by previous tech-
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niques for DRAM regulation: throttle requests in a coarse-grained man-
ner without reordering or prioritizing. To mimic the behavior of Intel
MBA, Nyx implements simple throttling by delaying PM accesses at user-
level.

Our current implementation adds delays in units of 10ns with a simple
computation-based busy loop. In some cases PM operations may need to
be delayed indefinitely (e.g., when a resource limit is reached); in this
case, PM operations are stalled until the Nyx controller sets the delay to
a finite value.

Resource Usage Estimation: Nyx must determine how much PM re-
source each cache instance is using. As described in Section 5.1, for PM
the number of transferred bytes is not a good estimate of resource usage;
on PM, each operation type (e.g., read or write) and access pattern (e.g.,
request size) consumes a different amount of the resource and has a dif-
ferent maximum operations per second. Therefore, Nyx determines the
utilization of PM as a function of the current IOPS of each operation type
relative to the maximum IOPS for that operation type. For example, if
the maximum IOPS of pattern A isMaxIOPSA, then the cost of each op-
eration of pattern A is 1/MaxIOPSA. If the maximum IOPS of pattern
B is 1/N×MaxIOPSA, then each B operation consumes N times more
PM than an A operation and has N times the cost. The IOPS cost model
accurately captures that writes are more expensive than reads, and the
dependency on request size.

Nyx determines the MaxIOPS of each access pattern through profil-
ing, performed once per PM server. The profiler measures IOPS for ran-
dom read and write operations between 64B and 4KB (in steps of 64B).
Because prefetching occurs during profiling, the measured MaxIOPS ac-
curately represents the cost of both the operation itself and any wasted
prefetching. Profiling concentrates on random accesses as multi-tenant
key-value caches are mostly random: first, because multiple tenants ac-
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Figure 5.3: MaxIOPS Profile. This figure shows example profile of maximum IOPS
for random reads and writes of different sizes on our 2× Intel Optane DC PM system.

cess PM simultaneously (in different address spaces), their requests are
interleaved; second, keys tend to be mapped to arbitrary PM locations
based on their time-to-live and size [52, 240]. The profiler stops at re-
quest sizes of 4KB which obtain the device’s maximum bandwidth.

Figure 5.3 shows the profiled MaxIOPS for reads and writes as a func-
tion of request size. As shown, writes have lower IOPS and thus a higher
cost per operation than reads. While larger requests generally have lower
IOPS, there is a complex relationship with the minimal PM access size:
for example, a 64B random store has a similar maximum IOPS as 256B,
the minimum PM access size; accesses that are not aligned to 256B have
lower MaxIOPS.

At runtime, Nyx tracks the PM usage of each cache instance. When a
cache instance accesses PM, Nyx looks up the MaxIOPS for this operation
and size, and increments a cost counter for this cache instance by 1

MaxIOPS .
To reduce synchronization overhead, these counters are maintained per-
thread and only lazily combined when needed (e.g., for responding to a
resource usage query from Nyx Controller).

While the CPU cache can theoretically introduce errors in PM cost es-
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timation, these errors are negligible for Nyx. First, since CPU prefetching
waste depends in part on spatial locality, the profiler mimics the random
accesses of cache instances that have little sequentiality. Second, given a
cache instance that uses NT-store (as in Nyx-Pelikan), the CPU cache has
no effect on stores. Finally, although a PM load could be served in the
CPU cache and never access PM, in multi-tenant caches few PM loads hit
in the CPU cache: because each instance’s working set is typically tens of
GBs [95, 239] (and there are many instances), there is little temporal lo-
cality in CPU caches of tens of MBs. More intricate cost models for cache
instances with spatial (e.g., scan) and temporal locality (e.g., bursty re-
tries) are left for future work.

Interference Analysis: When multiple cache instances are co-located,
Nyx determines which instance most impacts another. For example,
when an efficient QoS implementation observes that an affected client W
is not meeting its guarantee, it will iteratively slow down the one com-
peting client that will produce the greatest benefit for W. In PM-based
systems, unlike DRAM, these interactions are difficult to identify because
an affected client may be impacted more by a low-bandwidth client than
a high-bandwidth client. The amount of interference is due to complex
scheduling within the PM device; as future generations of PM devices
become available, which clients interfere with which others may change.
Therefore, Nyx assumes no prior knowledge of these interactions.

Nyx determines which client is interfering the most with the affected
client with a runtime micro-experiment. Given affected client W and sev-
eral competing clients, Nyx iteratively throttles each competing client by
X for some metric of interest while measuring the impact on client W.
The throttled client that helps W attain the greatest performance improve-
ment is identified as the client that interferes with W the most. The value
of X is configurable, as is the metric (e.g., throughput, average latency,
or tail latency). Nyx uses simple pruning techniques to throttle only
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the clients with the highest resource usage. Optimizations for reducing
micro-experiment times (e.g., focus on different client subsets in different
trials) are left for future work.

SlowDown Estimation: Nyx determines the slowdown that each
client experiences at runtime by calculating Talone

Tshare
; Talone is the client’s

performance (for some metric of interest) when it is running alone, and
Tshare is its current performance in the shared environment. As we as-
sume no special hardware, Nyx uses an approach similar to previous
work [157].

First, to learn Talone, Nyx briefly pauses all other clients; Talone is up-
dated on a regular basis (e.g., 1s) or whenever a workload change is
observed. Second, slowdown is periodically calculated using a runtime
measurement of Tshare. As we will show, at the cost of a small loss of
bandwidth and increase in tail latency, this solution adequately approxi-
mates slowdown without hardware support. The impact of the pause can
be reduced for workloads that do not change frequently.

5.2.4 Nyx Sharing Policies

Nyx implements four popular sharing policies. We describe how these
policies leverage the mechanisms of Nyx for PM.

Resource Limit: Nyx can limit the amount of the PM resource used
by each client in multi-tenant caching, isolating the performance of clients
from one another. Our policy defines resource limits in terms of standard
operations, similar to Google Cloud’s memcache [27] (e.g., 1000 1KB ran-
dom reads per second, or 1MB/s random reads).

As shown in Algorithm 2, Nyx provides resource limits for each client
epoch by epoch, extending existing approaches [243]. Each epoch, Nyx
monitors the resource utilization of each client; if a client reaches its limit
for this epoch, its accesses to PM are delayed until the next epoch. When
the epoch ends, the throttling value for each client is reset to zero. The
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Algorithm 2: Resource Limit The gray area denotes unique
functionality used to deal with PM issues

EpochLen: ticks in an epoch (e.g. 100), TickLen: (e.g. 10ms)
A.getResCounter(): query A’s Nyx-Lib for resource usage
A.setThrottling(t): add t×10ns delay to each access of A
ResAssigned[1..N]: each cache’s assigned resource per epoch

1 while true do
# Step 1: Begin an epoch and set all cache throttling to 0

2 foreach cache A do
3 A.setThrottling(0)

InitResCounter[A] = A.getResCounter()
# Step 2: Monitor resource utilization and pause clients who have used up

their allotted resources.
4 while Epoch is not completed do
5 SleepFor(TickLen)
6 foreach cache A do
7 ResUsed = A.getResCounter() - InitResCounter[A]
8 if ResUsed > ResAssigned[A] then
9 A.setThrottling(INFINITE) # Pause

implementation allows the administrator to configure the epoch and tick
length to trade-off the overhead of checking counters with reaction time.

Quality-of-Service: Nyx can ensure that latency-critical (LC) tenants
meet a service-level-objective while maintaining high PM utilization for
best-effort (BE) tenants on the same server. As in earlier work [120, 121],
admission control prevents workloads with unachievable QoS targets and
space-allocation provides the necessary hit ratio.

As shown in Algorithm 3, Nyx employs an approach similar to Par-
ties [111] and Caladan [135]: for each LC client, the difference between
the guaranteed and the current performance is tracked; when the guar-
antee is violated (i.e., negative slack), a competing tenant is throttled.

Nyx differs in how it identifies the client to be throttled. Caladan
always throttles the BE tenant with the maximum bandwidth (LLC
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Algorithm 3: QoS The gray area denotes functionality for PM.
We omit code to rollback throttling when the action violates any
LC task’s target.

ExperimentStep: a cache’s throughput expense pays for an interference
analysis experiment. (e.g. 500MB/s)

1 while true do
# Step 1: Monitor each client’s SLO slack

2 foreach cache A do
3 slack[A] = (A.target - A.latency) / A.target
4 S = cache with the smallest slack

# Step 2: Protect clients violating SLO
5 if slack[S] < 0 then
6 if S is throttled then
7 throttle down S
8 else

# Step 2.1: Pick candidates to throttle
9 if there are BE caches then

10 candidates = top 3 resource usage BE
11 else
12 candidates = top 3 res usage LC, slack > 0.2
13 if all LCs have little slack then
14 candidates = LC with the most slack

# Step 2.2: Find the most interfering client
15 I = getLargestInterference(S, candidates)
16 throttle up I

17 else if slack[S] > 0.2 then
# All caches have slack -> relax throttling

18 throttle down every cache

19 Function getLargestInterference(S, Candidates):
# Find the tenant who will most improve S at the same expense

(throughput)
20 If there is only one client in Candidates, return the client
21 foreach C in Candidates do
22 throttle up C by ExperimentStep
23 track S latency change after the experiment
24 restore all throttle to previous state
25 return L who helps S get the largest improvement
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Algorithm 4: Fair Slow Down
A.getSlowDown(): return A’s current performance / Talone

1 while true do
2 if Talone info is older than P sec then
3 foreach cache A do
4 refreshTalone(A)

# Adjust throttling to equalize slowdowns
5 foreach cache A do
6 SlowDown[A] = A.getSlowDown()
7 find cache L and S with the largest and smallest slowdowns
8 unfairness = SlowDown[L] / SlowDown[S]
9 if unfairness > UnfairnessThreshold then

10 throttle down L and throttle up S
11 FairIntervals = 0
12 else

# With fair slowdown, try to improve utilization
13 FairIntervals ++
14 if FairIntervals > FairIntervalThreshold then
15 throttle down all caches

16 Function refreshTalone(A):
17 A.setThrottling(0), and pause every other cache
18 A.Talone = measure A throughput
19 restore throttle of all caches to previous state

misses), whereas Nyx throttles the BE or LC cache that most improves
the LC cache, for the same expense across competing tenants. The imple-
mentation allows the administrator to configure ExperimentStep, allowing
a balance between aggressive throttling and faster convergence.

Fair Slow Down: Nyx can achieve fairness in terms of equalized slow-
down across caches. As in Algorithm 4 [127, 215], Nyx minimizes (MaxS-
lowDown/MinSlowdown) by gradually increasing the throttling of the
MinSlowDown cache and decreasing the throttling of the MaxSlowDown
cache. The tuning process is terminated when the unfairness metric falls
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under an UnfairnessThreshold. The implementation periodically (every
P seconds) refreshes the estimate of the stand-alone performance (Talone)
for each client. Administrators can customize P to balance between lower
overhead and faster adjustments for dynamic workloads.

The policy can be generalized to guarantee weighted slowdowns and
a hard limit on some cache’s slowdown. For the hard limit, Nyx tracks
the particular slowdown at runtime and throttles other caches when the
hard limit is exceeded.

Proportional Resource Allocation: Nyx implements proportional
sharing with actual proportional resource allocation (instead of simple
bandwidth allocation) and with interference-aware idle resource redis-
tribution. Nyx ensures that each cache achieves performance equal to
or better than accessing PM alone for a given amount of time (time-
sharing [220]). For example, if a cache has a weight of 2 out of 3, then
it is guaranteed to obtain at least 2/3 of its stand-alone performance.

Nyx first allocates resources (not bandwidth) proportionally to each
cache and enforces the resource limit during an epoch (Algorithm 5).
We assume cache space has been allocated proportionately. Following an
epoch, Nyx forecasts each tenant’s desired amount of resources: a tenant
that did not use all its given resource may donate idle resources, whereas
a tenant that used all assigned resources may consume more (a simple
linear model predicts desired resources [243]).

Nyx provides interference-aware resource donation (Option 2 in the
Alg.). On PM, idle resource redistribution faces the difficulty that the
donated resource may severely interfere with the original donor’s perfor-
mance. For example, as shown in Section 5.3.5, if a get-heavy cache A
donates idle resources to a write-heavy cache, the new write traffic can
dramatically harm A’s performance. To prevent this interference, Nyx
re-allocates resources in increments, stopping when the donating cache’s
slowdown is near its lower bound; if the slowdown exceeds the lower
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Algorithm 5: Proportional Resource Allocation The slowdown
refreshing code is omitted.

DonateStep: step to donate idle resources (e.g. 10%)
TotalResource = 1

1 while true do
# Step 1: Enforce and track resource usage in an epoch

2 Begin a New Epoch
3 foreach cache A do
4 Enforce A uses resource <= ResourceAssigned[A]
5 if A depleted resources, record how long: TimeUseUp[A] (e.g.

half of the epoch)
6 if A left idle resources, record ResourceUsed[A]
7 End of the Epoch

# Step 2: Redistribute Idle resources
8 foreach cache A do
9 if A has idle resources then

# Option 1: Donate all extra resources
10 DesiredResource[A] = ResourceUsed[A]

# Option 2: Interference-aware resource donation
11 if A.getSlowdown() < TotalWeight / A.weight then

# Donate a step when within slowdown limit
12 DesiredResource[A] = Max(ResourceAssigned[A] * (1 -

DonateStep), ResourceUsed[A])
13 else

# Revoke a step when under slowdown limit
14 DesiredResource[A] = Min(ResourceAssigned[A] * (1

+ DonateStep), TotalResource * A.weight/ TotalWeight)

15 if A depleted resources: DesiredResource[A] =
ResourceAssigned[A] / TimeUseUp[A]

16 ResourceAssigned[1..N] = Allocate resources proportionally based
on weight and desired resource

bound, a portion of the donated resources are returned. Thus, Nyx guar-
antees the “time-sharing” lower bound while maximizing resource uti-
lization. The implementation allows the administrator to set DonateStep,
balancing quick idle resource donation and the proportional guarantee.
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With Admission Control and Capacity Allocation: In a nutshell,
cache instances are 1) admitted, 2) allocated space, and 3) governed by
Nyx. A PM free-space check, for example, suffices for resource limiting as
admission control for a cache; QoS policy requires logic like [120, 121] to
predict SLA compliance given existing caches. The cache size is then de-
termined. For instance, it can be set based on the instance’s price tier;
to enforce QoS, administrators can profile a client’s hit-rate v.s. cache
space relationship [214] and allocate enough space to meet SLAs. While
running, Nyx assumes the admission logic is correct and is unconcerned
about the space allocated.

5.2.5 Cache Instances: PM-Optimized Pelikan

Nyx has been designed to handle any in-memory key-value store; our
current implementation is built upon Pelikan – Twitter’s in-memory KV
cache [61, 240]. We describe the original Pelikan and optimizations for
higher PM performance.

Pelikan (SegCache [240]) maintains a hash table for indexing and seg-
ments for storing key-value pairs. Each segment includes items, where
each item is a tuple of (key, value, metadata). On a get operation, Pelikan
hashes the key to find items. Because of conflicts, multiple keys are likely
to be read for a single get. Thus, Pelikan must compare each read item
with the key; if the keys match, the value is returned.

When the default version of Pelikan is configured for PM, the hash
index is kept in DRAM and the segments in PM. However, this placement
is inefficient due to the frequent key accesses in PM: the keys in caching
workloads are often much smaller [239] than the granularity of PM access
(256B), and small reads perform relatively poorly on PM [238].

Nyx-Pelikan addresses this by separating keys (and metadata) from
values into different segments; the keys (and metadata) are placed in
DRAM and the values in PM. This design requires DRAM for keys and
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Figure 5.4: Optimization: Nyx-Pelikan. This figure shows Nyx-Pelikan perfor-
mance. (a) presents Nyx-Pelikan Get (single-thread) throughput improvement due to key-value
separation. (b) presents Nyx-Pelikan Write (replace, 8 threads) improvement due to changing
stores to NT-stores.

metadata, which works well because they are typically much smaller than
values [238].

As shown previously in Table 5.2, because non-temporal stores to PM
can provide much greater throughput than conventional stores, Nyx-
Pelikan uses NT-store. Although non-temporal stores may not benefit
from temporal locality in the CPU cache, this loss is negligible on large-
scale caching workloads which typically have large working sets. As
shown in Figure 5.4, Nyx-Pelikan improves Pelikan Get performance by
up to 55% and set performance by up to 3×.

5.2.6 Nyx Parameter Values

The values of Nyx’s parameters affect its behavior; as previously stated,
the appropriate settings depend on the tradeoffs made by administrators.
Nyx enables users to configure all of these parameters while also setting
defaults.
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Nyx follows existing guidelines [127, 215, 243] for policy parameter
values’ selection. For resource limiting, Nyx uses 10 ms tick and 100 ticks
per epoch to limit resource usage offset to 1%. For fair slowdown, Nyx
sets the Talone refresh interval to one second to achieve a relatively quick
response to workload changes and a within 2% overhead (§5.3.1).

Nyx provides defaults for newly introduced parameters via sensitiv-
ity tests (§5.3.7). Nyx QoS uses 500MB/s ExperimentStep because it is the
smallest step that produces good interference analysis. In interference-
aware resource donation, Nyx sets a 10% DonateStep to balance quick
donation and steady donator performance. Nyx sets 10ns throttling de-
lay granularity for fine-grained access rate regulation, which is an order
of magnitude less than 100ns PM latency. We will discuss potential op-
timizations like dynamic/adaptive parameters and automatic parameter
value selection in §5.4.

5.3 Evaluation
We evaluate the overhead of Nyx’s mechanisms and how well Nyx pro-
vides the sharing policies of resource limit, QoS, fair slowdown, and pro-
portional resource allocation.

Setup: We use a 16-core, single-socket Intel Xeon Gold 5128 CPU @
2.3GHz server (Ubuntu 18.04), with a 22 MB L3 Cache, 2x16GB DRAM,
and 2x128GB Intel Optane DC PM in app direct mode. We mount an ext4
file system in DAX mode on the PM.

Synthetic Workloads: We begin with synthetic workloads to illustrate
key features. Unless specified, the workloads have uniform random ac-
cesses to each cache instance, a working set of 10GB per instance, and 4B
keys and variable-sized value. To focus on PM accesses, we use get work-
loads with a high hit ratio (>99 percent). We use in-place replacement
for write-heavy workloads; a cache write implies a replace. The cache is
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Trace Type Avg.Key/Value Sizes(B) Operations (Get/Write ratio)
S1 Storage 36/799 0.86/0.13
C1 Computation 67/2439 0.93/0.07
C2 Computation 18/67485 0.52/0.48

Table 5.3: Twitter Traces.
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Figure 5.5: Mechanisms Overhead. This figure shows the overhead of Nyx mecha-
nisms. (a) shows Nyx request regulation and resource usage accounting overhead (throughput).
It is measured with 8-threads get-only caches. A similar percentage of latency overhead was ob-
served. (b) shows Nyx slowdown estimation overhead (throughput). It is measured with 1ms
Talone pausing time, different number of clients (x axis) and different frequency (0.5/1/10s)
of updating Talone for all caches.

warmed to begin.
Realistic Workloads: We conclude with three large-scale cache traces

from Twitter [239] (Table 5.3). The traces cover caches with various value
sizes (799B to 67845B) and get-percentages (93% to 52%). We pre-load
one million operations from the traces and loop through them.

5.3.1 Mechanisms Overhead

Request Regulation and Resource Usage Estimation: With Nyx, each
PM access incurs a call into Nyx-lib, throttling logic, and resource ac-
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counting. Figure 5.5.a shows this can add up to 12% overhead for ex-
tremely small value sizes (e.g., a cache line), but less than 6% for access
sizes above 256B. Given the benefit of request regulation and resource
usage accounting, we believe this overhead is justified.

Interference Analysis: Determining the most interfering client takes
longer than simply selecting the client with the greatest bandwidth due to
the lag necessary to observe tail latency. In Section 5.3.3 we will demon-
strate the benefit of trading increased analysis time for more precise in-
formation.

SlowDown Estimation: The overhead of slowdown estimation is in-
fluenced by the time to measure Talone per instance, the frequency of this
measurement, and the number of cache instances. We determined that
1ms is a sufficient pause time to accurately determine Talone for a client.
Figure 5.5.b shows that calculating Talone for up to 12 instances adds less
than 2.5% overhead, even when performed every 500ms.

5.3.2 Resource Limiting

We demonstrate that Nyx can enforce a true resource limit on PM, in con-
trast to an approach based only on bandwidth. We begin with a workload
containing one unlimited (U) cache and one limited (L) cache. Cache U
is a get-heavy cache instance, while Cache L changes: get-only or write-
only, with varied value sizes. L has a resource limit of 1.25M 4KB random
load OPS, or 42% of the total device resource given that MaxIOPS for 4KB
random loads is 3 Million. Defined in terms of bandwidth, this equates
to 5GB/s for these 4KB random loads; however, this IOPS limit results in
different bandwidths for other workloads.

Figure 5.6.a shows the bandwidth of L; the target IOPS, in which no
more than 42% of the device resource is used, is shown in red. As desired,
Nyx always limits L’s throughput to the target limit, regardless of L’s ac-
cess pattern (determined by value sizes and read/write). In contrast,
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Figure 5.6: Resource Limit: Cache U (unlimited) + Cache L (limited).
This figure compares the Nyx Resource Limit policy behaviors with the classic Bandwidth Limit
policy behaviors. Cache U is get-only. In (a), we show Cache L throughput when its resource
limit is 5GB/s (1.25M 4KB random load OPS, or 42% of the total device resources). The red
dotted line represents L’s performance under the “ideal limit”, which is calculated as 42% of
the current access pattern’s MaxIOPS. L is get-only or write-only, and its value sizes varies (x
axis). In (b), we show cache U’s performance when colocated with the same L in (a), comparing
bandwidth limit and Nyx resource limit. In (c), we investigate additional L setups: 1KB/4KB
value sizes and 10% - 90% gets. U is a lighter cache than (a) and (b). The label indicates U’s
max bandwidth when colocated with a 5GB/s cache instance (4KB-value, get-only).
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a policy based only on bandwidth mistakenly allows L to significantly
exceed the target limit, up through the maximum bandwidth of 5GB/s.
When L is get-only, this problem is most noticeable when the value size is
around 1KB; as previously noted, 1KB accesses result in significant CPU
prefetching waste not captured by software-level bandwidth accounting.
On the other hand, Nyx’s MaxIOPS cost model accurately captures re-
source usage. Similarly, bandwidth cannot capture PM write cost and
fails to properly limit L’s throughput.

The impact on the unlimited client (U) is shown in Figure 5.6.b for the
same L workloads. With the bandwidth policy, U’s performance depends
on L’s access pattern. Due to asymmetric read/write cost of PM, whether
L performs reads or writes significantly impacts U; similarly, the varied
prefetching waste of each access pattern causes up to 45% impact on U.
In contrast, Nyx provides U with steady and predictable performance,
regardless of L’s access pattern: across all of L’s workloads, the standard
deviation of U’s performance is only 130MB/s (bandwidth limit’s devia-
tion is 678MB/s). Finally, Figure 5.6.c shows that when the percentage
of gets in L is varied, Nyx provides steady performance for U, whereas a
PM-oblivious bandwidth-based approach does not.

Figure 5.7 demonstrates Nyx’s resource limiting behaviors as the
cache hit rate varies. As shown, Nyx restricts PM resource usage from
(get) hits. Misses in look-aside caches (e.g., Pelikan) are simply returned
after checking the index (in DRAM) and do not use PM resources, so they
are not limited.

5.3.3 QoS-Aware

Nyx can provide QoS guarantees for latency-critical (LC) caches while
providing high utilization to best-effort (BE) caches with interference-
aware regulation; in contrast, a PM-oblivious approach such as that in
Caladan may not be able to deliver the same performance to the BE cache.
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shows Operations Per Second (OPS) for a Cache with 1KB Get-only workloads when resource
limit is 5GB/s. We vary the workloads with different working sets to achieve a different hit rate;
note there is no insertion after each miss.

For comparison, we implemented the Caladan approach in Nyx-Caladan.
Figure 5.8 shows an LC cache (P99 latency target of 1.5µs) colocated

with two BE caches: BE1 is get-heavy, BE2 is write-heavy. Initially, when
BE2 has low throughput and BE1 has moderate throughput of 2.4GB/s,
LC meets its P99 objective; however, at 12s, BE2 performs many bursty
writes, causing LC’s P99 latency to exceed 3µs and violate its target. Both
Nyx-Caladan and Nyx resolve the situation by iteratively throttling a BE
cache. Nyx-Caladan throttles the cache currently consuming the most
bandwidth, shown in the left two subfigures; as a result, Nyx-Caladan
throttles both BE1 and BE2, resulting in×6 less bandwidth for BE1. Nyx,
on the other hand, identifies the cache that most interferes with LC as
BE2, the write-heavy cache. As a result, Nyx stabilizes to throttling only
the correct interference source; after 28 seconds, only BE2 is throttled, and
BE1 returns to its original throughput. To summarize, Nyx provides high
utilization for multiple caches while guaranteeing each target.

Nyx’s convergence time of tens of seconds is similar to prior work such
as Parties [111]: the majority of the converging time is spent monitoring
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Figure 5.8: QoS: Nyx-Caladan vs. Nyx Tuning. This figure shows how Nyx
(b) and Nyx-Caladan (a) throttle BE caches to ensure LC cache P99 latency. We plot LC P99
latency (top figures) and BE caches throughput (bottom figures) over time (x axis). LC cache
is colocated with two BE caches; BE1 is get-heavy, B2 is write-heavy (i.e., more interference to
LC). BE2 has burst at 12s, breaking LC latency targets. Nyx-Caladan (a) throttles the highest-
bandwidth client, whereas Nyx (b) throttles the client with the most interferences to LC. Nyx-
Caladan incorrectly throttles BE1, resulting in ×6 less bandwidth for BE1.

tail latencies. As in Parties, Nyx measures tail latency for 500ms because
shorter intervals can result in noisy measurements. We leave faster tail
latency measurement at network packet queues (as utilized in the original
Caladan [135]) for future investigation.

Our experiments reveal that Nyx has an intriguing effect on conver-
gence time: as shown in the Figure, Nyx can bring the LC cache to its
target performance in a comparable amount of time to just selecting the
cache with the highest bandwidth (which does not require any micro-
experiment time). The implication of these results is that, rather than
simply acting quickly and throttling any competing instance, Nyx acts
correctly and throttles the source of the interference.
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Figure 5.9: Fair Slowdown. This figure shows behaviors of the Nyx Fair Slowdown
policy. (a) shows how Nyx equalizes slowdown over time for two cache instances (a light one (L)
and an intensive one (I)). Both cache instances are get-heavy. (b) shows the unfairness metric
when colocating L (a light get-heavy cache) with different B instances (get-heavy -> write-heavy,
and light -> intensive). Unfairness = MaxSlowDown / MinSlowDown, the more close to 1, the
more fair.

5.3.4 Fair Slowdown

Nyx implements fair slowdown by iteratively regulating requests accord-
ing to the measured slowdown of each client (i.e., Talone

Tshare
). Figure 5.9.a
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shows Nyx’s tuning given colocated light and intensive get-heavy caches.
Initially, the slowdown of the light cache is 2.2 times higher than that of
the intensive cache. Over time, Nyx dynamically increases the throttling
of the cache with the minimum slowdown and decreases throttling for
the cache with maximum slowdown. Relatively quickly, both caches con-
verge to a slowdown near 1.5 and the unfairness metric of MaxSlowdownMinSlowdown

settles near 1.05.
Figure 5.9.b shows Nyx’s fair slowdown policy on a range of caches.

Cache L remains a light get-heavy cache; Cache B varies the number of
threads and can be get-heavy, 50% mixed, or write-heavy. Without Nyx,
L can experience dramatically unfair slowdown (due to PM’s complex
performance); for example, colocating A with a multi-threaded get-heavy
cache B gives unfairness near 2.4. In contrast, Nyx achieves fair slowdown
(< 1.05 unfairness) for all 12 cases.

5.3.5 Proportional Resource Allocation

Nyx achieves proportional resource allocation and guarantees a time-
sharing lower bound while performing idle resource re-distribution. We
begin with simple scenarios in which two caches that use all their as-
signed resources are colocated. The scenarios in Figure 5.10 vary the
desired proportional share for A and B along the x-axis; the red line in-
dicates the ideal proportional throughput given their throughput when
run alone. Figure 5.10.a shows that a PM-oblivious bandwidth approach
cannot guarantee a proportional share; in particular, the write-intensive
B cache obtains up to 3× more throughput than desired and the get-
intensive cache A suffers significantly (∼40%). However, by correctly esti-
mating resource usage, Nyx delivers the desired allocation to each cache.
Figure 5.10.b shows a similar effect occurs when efficient-get (value: 4KB)
and inefficient-get (value: 1KB) caches are colocated.

Proportional allocation is more challenging when there are idle re-
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Figure 5.10: Proportional Sharing. This figure shows Nyx Proportional Sharing
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Figure 5.11: Extra Resource Re-distribution in Proportional Share:
Problem of Naive “Donate All” Strategy. This figure compares naive “Donate
All” strategy (top figures) and Nyx interference-aware donation strategy (bottom figures). We
colocate two caches A, B and weight A:B as 2:1. This figure shows cache A (light, get-heavy)
throughput before and after it donates its extra allocated resource at time step 6. A has a 75 percent
idle resource. Y axis represents the normalized difference between A throughput and A’s running
alone throughput. When cache B is get-heavy (the top-left figure), A gets nominal performance
drop due to donation. However, when cache B is write-heavy (top-right figure), donating cause
severe slowdown for A. Unlike naive extra re-distribution, Nyx (two bottom figures) ensures
that tenant A’s performance is always more than two-thirds of its running alone performance.
TimeStep = 2ms.

sources to be redistributed. Figure 5.11 shows two caches A and B, where
A uses only 25% of its share. When B is get-heavy (left-top subfigure),
A can donate all its idle resources to B; A’s performance is slightly de-
graded, but B receives substantially higher throughput. However, when
B is write-heavy (right-top subfigure), if A donates all its idle resources,
the higher throughput of B substantially interfere with A, breaching A’s
time-sharing lower bound (2/3 of A’s stand-alone throughput). There-
fore, Nyx does not perform naive donation; instead, Nyx donates idle
resources in increments while monitoring each cache’s slowdown. As
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Figure 5.12: Extra Resource Re-distribution in Proportional Share: Re-
distribution between Get and Write-heavy Caches. This figure compares
behaviors of i) no extra resource re-distribution (No Re-alloc), ii) Nyx interference-aware extra
resource re-distribution (interference-aware), and iii) naive “Donate All” re-distribution (naive
re-alloc). We set cache weight A:B as 2:1. A is get-heavy and B is write-heavy. This figure shows
A’s slowdown (left figure) and B’s throughput (right figure) before and after A donating extra
resource.The label indicates absolute throughput number. Naive extra resource allocation can
easily break isolation guarantee, while Nyx always ensures it.

shown in the bottom two graphs, Nyx guarantees the time-sharing lower
bound for each cache while improving utilization.

We next examine workloads varying the percentage of idle resources
in Cache A. When cache B is get-heavy, all of A’s idle resources can be
safely redistributed to B, and Nyx achieves the same performance for
cache B as simple donation (Figure not shown due to space limit). How-
ever, when cache B is write-heavy, simple donation of A’s idle resources to
B violates A’s time-sharing bound (Figure 5.12); Nyx accurately protects
cache A’s performance while still improving the performance of cache B
relative to no donation.
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5.3.6 Realistic Traces

Nyx provides isolation for realistic workloads. We demonstrate use cases
for resource limiting and slowdown limiting.

In production workloads, write spikes are common; for example,
when a cache is used for ML models, write spikes occur with model pa-
rameters are regularly refreshed [239]. Figure 5.13 shows how Nyx can
isolate caches S1 and C1 from (added) write spikes in cache C2. If re-
source limiting is based only on the bandwidth of C2, S1 and C1 suffer
when C2 experiences write spikes. However, Nyx’s resource-limit policy
can cap C2’s resource usage (at 4GB/s, defined as 1M 4KB random load
OPS) to keep S1 and C1 steady.

Nyx can also protect the performance of critical caches. To encour-
age tenants to use multi-tenant PM environments, some caches must be
guaranteed performance similar to exclusive use of the PM device. In
the experiment shown in Figure 5.14, S1 (the critical cache) is colocated
with C1 and C2 which have diurnal patterns [239]. With no control (gray
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Figure 5.14: Realistic Traces: Limiting S1 Slowdown During Day and
Night. This figure shows the performance of Cache S1 over time (left figure, we guarantee S1’s
slowdown is always smaller than 1.5×). S1 is colocated with C1 and C2; both C1 and C2 have
a strong diurnal pattern (light during the night, and intensive during the day as shown in the
right figure). Without Nyx, S1 performance plummets during the day (because the impact from
C1 and C2), discouraging sharing. However, Nyx can always offer reasonable performance (e.g.
within 1.5× slowdown vs. running alone). The red line represents S1’s performance guarantee.

lines), the performance of S1 drops below its target during the day due to
the heavy accesses of C1 and C2. However, Nyx can establish a hard limit
of slowdown (e.g., 1.5) for S1. As observed, Nyx keeps S1 performance
loss within a fair range.

5.3.7 Parameters Sensitivity Analysis

Here, we present the sensitivity analysis of Nyx behaviors with different
ExperimentStep and DonateStep values.

The ExperimentStep affects the Nyx interference analysis’s accuracy.
As shown in Figure 5.15.b, using the same configuration as Figure 5.8,
a smaller ExperimentStep is more likely to result in a lower BE 1 final
throughput. When ExperimentStep is small, the tail latency change is
more likely to be due to measurement noise rather than interference, lead-
ing to a less accurate interference analysis. Our experiments suggest an
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Figure 5.15: QoS: ExperimentStep Sensitivity Analysis. Same as in Fig-
ure 5.8. (a) shows how fast Nyx QoS can ensure LC P99 latency varying ExperimentSteps. (b)
shows BE 1 final throughput (boxplot, five runs) varying ExperimentSteps; BE 2 has near zero
final throughput in all cases.

ExperimentStep of at least 500MB/s. ExperimentStep also influences how
quickly the Nyx QoS can ensure LC tail latency. As shown in Figure 5.15.a,
a larger ExperimentStep indicates faster convergence. However, it in-
creases the risk of over-throttling BE caches and lowering system utiliza-
tion. ExperimentStep in Nyx QoS defaults to 500MB/s for good interfer-
ence analysis and high system utilization while maintaining a reasonable
convergence time.

Figure 5.16 shows how DonateStep affects Nyx proportional resource
allocation. A larger DonateStep causes faster idle resource donation, but
also potentially large performance fluctuations (e.g., 60% DonateStep,
12s and 18s in the figure). At runtime, cache throughput always varies
slightly, causing donation adjustments. These adjustments are subtle
with small DonateSteps but significant with large ones. The fluctuation
harms donors by slowing them down at times (exceeding the limit). Nyx
uses a 10% DonateStep, which balances between quick resource donation
and steady donor performance.
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Figure 5.16: Proportional Share: DonateStep Sensitivity Analysis. We
use the same setup as in Figure ?? when B is write-heavy. This figure shows A, the donator’s
throughput over time with different DonateStep.

5.4 Discussion
Beyond Basic Policies: Nyx can be extended to more sophisticated poli-
cies for more complex setups. For instance, a proportional sharing policy
can be applied across groups of caches. Then, within a group, another
sharing policy (e.g., QoS) can be enforced. We leave a full study as a
future work.
Multi-tenant Caching Alternatives: Nyx manages caches, each with its
own space. There are alternatives to shared caching; for instance, a sin-
gle large instance can be shared by multiple users[199]. This model can
make use of the Nyx resource usage accounting and interference analysis
techniques. However, it may create new problems like: how should users
be charged for PM writes to commonly cached objects? A full exploration
is our future work.
Smarter Parameter Value Selection: i) Adaptive parameters can be ben-
eficial, e.g., the DonateStep can be larger when it is far from the threshold
(for quick donation) and smaller when it is close (to avoid performance
fluctuations). ii) Auto-tuning[153, 221] may ease the load for choosing
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parameter values. We leave these optimizations as future work.
Security: Nyx policies can be attackable, e.g., in resource limiting, an ad-
versary client may limit its access in the first ticks while putting significant
load in the last. A solution would be to use randomized measuring points
rather than fixed ones. We leave Nyx security studies as future work.

Moreover, Nyx now assumes the PM access library within its trust
boundary; this may not always be feasible. We leave future usage of dy-
namic instrumentation or hardware based solutions (for access regula-
tion and resource usage accounting) as future work.

5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we demonstrated that prior DRAM or storage device-
intended approaches for access regulation, resource-usage estimation,
and interference analysis fail to work on PM due to PM’s unique proper-
ties. As we summarized, these mechanisms are fundamental for popular
sharing policies such as resource limiting, QoS-awareness, fair slowdown,
and proportional sharing. Achieving PM sharing across multiple tenants
hence become challenging. To address these challenges, we introduced
Nyx, which enables these mechanisms in a lightweight manner without
hardware support. Using profiled resource consumption knowledge of
various access patterns, Nyx supports PM resource usage accounting.
Nyx also supports cross-tenant interference analysis via runtime micro-
experiments. We used multi-tenant key-value stores as a specific setup.
We showed that Nyx mechanisms can support a variety of multi-tenant
cache sharing policies, meeting performance or sharing goals better than
earlier DRAM or storage approaches.
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6
Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss how previous works relate to three parts of
this dissertation. First, we discuss related works to our Optane SSD de-
vice characterizations (Section 6.1), such as previous PM studies, classic
device characterization works, and real-world Optane SSD deployment
experience. Next, we discuss how Non-Hierarchical Caching (NHC) dif-
fers from other related caching approaches (Section 6.2). Finally, we de-
scribe existing works on multi-tenant caching, PM caching, and PM in-
terference (Section 6.3); we discuss how these works are insufficient for
multi-tenant PM sharing.

6.1 Characterizing Modern PM Devices
Our Optane SSD device characterization is inspired by many prior device
characterization studies.
Previous PM Studies: Previous PM studies have been available for years.
These studies introduce variable PM materials [81, 158, 202] and PM de-
vice prototypes [1, 141]. These fundamental studies describe the proper-
ties of PM materials such as Phase-Change Memory, as well as the device
engineering concepts needed to incorporate PM modules into real prod-
ucts. While many device internal details for Intel Optane devices (Optane
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SSD and Optane DC PM) are never revealed, previous PM studies serve
as the foundation for our investigations.

Yang et al. [151, 238] investigated Optane DC PM performance char-
acteristics, a different type of PM device than the Optane SSD we studied.
Our studies reveal both similar and radically different findings for these
two devices. Both Optane SSD and Optane DC PM, for example, have
significantly higher random access throughput and lower latency than
traditional Flash SSDs. However, our study shows that Optane SSD has
a minimum efficient access granularity of 4KB, whereas Optane DC PM
has a granularity of 256B. Furthermore, we present that Optane SSD has
the same read/write performance as well as the same random/sequential
performance, whereas Optane DC PM has read/write asymmetry, and
its random access performance is worse than its sequential access perfor-
mance.

Finally, there are technical blogs [22, 40] that have covered interest-
ing aspects of Optane SSDs. Unlike these blogs, our study was the first
to thoroughly characterize Optane SSD performance and internals. Fur-
thermore, during our investigation, these technical blogs were helpful in
confirming some of our Optane SSD findings. For example, our experi-
ments indicate that Optane SSD has internal parallelism degree of seven;
this agrees with dismantling studies of Optane SSD [22]: the blog shows
that Optane SSD has a controller connected to seven channels.
Classic Devices Characterizations: There have been numerous device
characterizations for traditional devices. Schlosser and Ganger [208] pre-
sented the unique unwritten contract of HDDs. He et al. [143] summa-
rized the unwritten contract of Flash-based SSDs. These previous un-
written contract studies prompted us to investigate how the unwritten
contract for the new Optane SSDs should be structured.

Our fine-grained experiments to expose device internals are inspired
by previous research on RAID-like device architecture analysis. Denehy
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et al. [122], for example, proposed algorithms for automatically detecting
the number of disks, chunk size, and layout scheme in a RAID system.
Similar detecting algorithms are presented by Chen et al. [110], but in
the context of a NAND Flash SSD setup (which has a RAID-like internal
architecture). In this study, we use and extend (for example, issuing con-
current accesses to 4KB blocks) these prior experimenting methodology,
and present new findings on the Optane SSD device.
Real-World Optane SSD Deployment Experiences: Another body of
work has investigated how to deploy applications on Optane SSDs. For
instance, Optane SSDs are used as a caching layer between DRAM and
Flash SSD in Facebook databases [129]. Facebook also stores embedding
of trained neural networks on Optane SSDs [130]. These papers concen-
trate on part of the Optane SSD unwritten contract rules, such as “tiny
access (less than 4KB) is inefficient." In contrast to them, we provide a
comprehensive characterization of the devices. We also expose the Op-
tane SSD’s internals to provide insight into the contract.

6.2 Evolving Caching for PM Hierarchies
The second part of our dissertation relates to existing works that manage
various storage hierarchies.
Algorithms and Policies in Hybrid Storage Systems: Algorithms and
policies for managing traditional hierarchy have been studied exten-
sively [171, 181, 182, 184, 203, 222, 226, 236, 250]. Techniques have been in-
troduced to optimize data allocation [14, 149, 205, 211, 222, 223], address
translation [89, 207], identify hot data [15, 152, 155, 188, 191, 194, 204, 219,
226, 235] and perform data migration [97, 112, 131, 138, 184, 218, 226, 244].
Most previous work improves performance by focusing on workload ac-
cess locality. In contrast, NHC improves by taking all devices and work-
loads into account.
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Distributed Load Balancing and Multi-path Routing Techniques: Load
balancing techniques in distributed systems [47, 58, 82] and multi-path
routing [57, 172, 174, 185] have goals similar to our caching configuration.
Multi-path routing [57, 172], for example, manages and utilizes multiple
available paths for data transmission at the same time. Our work and
multi-path routing both aim to maximize overall system bandwidth/per-
formance by utilizing all available resources in network links/storage de-
vices. Works for multi-path routing also considers other benefits such as
fault tolerance and improved security, which we did not take into account
in the caching setup. When compared to multi-path routing, our caching
configuration presents unique challenges in terms of data placement and
consistency. In contrast to network routing, where there is almost no limit
to which path a request can take, Orthus can only do balancing if both de-
vices have data replicas. As a result, Orthus must track cache hit rate and
regularly increase hit rate to enable offloading. Orthus must also monitor
dirty content in cache devices to ensure consistency.
Storage Optimization: A long line of pioneering work in storage man-
agement [83–85, 222, 226] shows how to trace workloads and optimize
storage decisions for improved performance; NHC could fit into such a
system, making short-term decisions to handle more dynamic workload
changes, leaving longer-term optimization to a higher-level system.
Storage Aware Caching/Tiering: Our work shares aspects with storage-
aware caching/tiering [80, 104, 134, 138, 145, 154, 160, 163, 164, 190, 232,
242], which considers more factors than hit rate. For instance, Oh et
al. [190] propose over-provisioning in Flash to avoid the influence of SSD
garbage collection. Modern devices like PM and Optane SSD have dis-
tinctive characteristics compared to Flash. We study the implications of
these important emerging devices to caching/tiering.

BATMAN [113] shares a similar motivation to NHC: classic caching
is not effective when the bandwidth of the capacity layer is a significant
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fraction of overall bandwidth. However, it investigates a much simpler hi-
erarchy with fixed performance difference (4:1 between high-bandwidth
memory and DRAM). Given the fixed difference, BATMAN splits cache
accesses between HBM and DRAM statically. This approach would not
work effectively on modern hierarchies where performance differences
vary dynamically (e.g., depending upon the amount of writes or the level
of parallelism in the workload).

Wu et al. [232] study tiering on SSDs and HDDs and recognize a sim-
ilar problem: SSDs (or faster devices) can be the throughput bottleneck.
To mitigate the problem, they proposed to periodically migrate data from
SSDs to HDDs when the SSD response time is higher than that of HDDs.
This approach is limited in three aspects. First, due to its tiering na-
ture, it cannot react to workload changes quickly, its migration traffic can
be significant, and it requires extra metadata to track objects across de-
vices. Second, similar to SIB approach, it estimates workload intensity in
a period and then migrates data based on the estimation; it hence strug-
gles with dynamic workloads. Third, it is tuned for a specific hierarchy
(SSDs and hard drives). Unlike this approach, NHC focuses on improv-
ing caching, adapts its behavior during runtime, can react to complex and
dynamic workloads, and works well on a range of modern devices.
Managing PM-based Devices: Other related work incorporates PM-
based devices into the memory-storage hierarchy for a variety of sys-
tems [79, 98, 141, 142, 146, 167, 183, 209].

This work includes extensive measurements for both Optane
SSD [228] and Optane DC PM [151, 238]. New PM-based [200, 234] or
low latency SSD-based [165, 173, 245] file systems and databases were
also proposed. These systems are designed for single storage layer setup,
as opposed to our work, which focuses on managing PM hierarchies.

Many works have evaluated the potential benefits of caching and tier-
ing on PM. Kim et al. [159], for example, provide a simulation-based mea-
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surement of PM caching and tiering with performance numbers from a
Micron all-PCM SSD prototype. The authors look into caching and tier-
ing on a hierarchy of PM, Flash, HDD devices. The authors investigate not
only absolute performance numbers but also cost-effectiveness (IOPS/$)
when using PM caching and tiering. Their results show that PM devices
show promising performance as a new storage layer in enterprise storage
systems. Moreover, [133] provides a I/O cache simulator that assists the
analysis of caching workloads on new storage hierarchies.

Strata [166] and Ziggurat [248] are file systems that tier data across
a DRAM, PM, and SSD hierarchy. They propose various approaches
for managing data movement between storage layers. Strata employed
a log-structured scheme in which writes are first logged in higher layers
before being batch moved to lower layers. Unlike Strata, Ziggurat uses
an online profile of the application’s access stream to predict the behav-
ior of individual writes and direct them to different layers. In the back-
ground, Ziggurat estimates the “temperature” of files, and migrates the
cold file data from PM to disks. Our NHC is compatible with these data
movement schemes; in the meantime, NHC can improve the performance
of these systems by enabling read-around, admission rejection, and dy-
namic feedback-based offloading.

Dulloor et al. [126], Arulraj et al.[87] and Zhang et al. [246] proposed
PM-aware data placement strategies for the new storage hierarchy. Arul-
raj et al., for example, proposed that data movement between DRAM, PM,
and SSD does not have to be strictly across neighboring layers, but can
bypass the layer in the middle. For instance, data evictions from DRAM
can bypass PM and end in SSD, saving PM writes. These strategies opti-
mize data placement for PM hierarchies, which take effective in a longer
period. NHC can work with them to provide further improvement by
handling more dynamic workload changes; our techniques such as read
around and admission rejection can take effect immediately in response
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to workload changes.
Finally, there have been many companies utilizing PM/ Optane SSD

as a caching layer [106, 129, 130]. Our work is the first to analyze general
caching and tiering on modern hierarchies through modeling and empir-
ical evaluation. We are also the first to propose a generic solution (NHC)
to realize the full performance benefits of such a hierarchy.

6.3 Evolving Sharing Mechanisms for PM
Finally, we discuss how previous works on multi-tenant caching, caching
on PM, and PM interference studies are insufficient for multi-tenant PM
sharing.
Multi-tenant in-mem key-value caching: Our work builds on past re-
search in multi-tenant in-memory key-value cache systems. These efforts
include techniques for allocating space across tenants [96, 114, 116, 199,
214] as well as optimization of individual cache instances [92, 94, 95, 115,
147, 187, 240]. Our work instead focuses on the challenges of access reg-
ulation and information extraction when many caches share PM.
PM Caching: There have been efforts to integrate PM with individual
caching systems. Previous work covers databases [175, 229, 249], file sys-
tems [86, 166, 248], in-memory key-value caches [18, 64, 76], and general
policies [93, 94]. However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to address PM issues in multi-tenant caching settings.
PM Interference: Several efforts have characterized PM devices [151, 224,
228, 238]. However, only a few have investigated the interference effect in
PM. To our knowledge, Dicio [189] is the first work in this space. Both
Dicio and our work observe the different read-write interference effect
in PM.Dicio also provides a comprehensive measurement of PM-DRAM
interference, which our work does not cover. Dicio’s authors observe that
concurrent DRAM and PM accesses can cause performance interferences;
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it would be interesting to expand our work to include this new type of
interference.

However, the goals of Dicio and Nyx differ. Dicio’s purpose is to iden-
tify when PM DIMM bandwidth is saturated. Dicio approximates this by
using the write pending queue (WPQ) delay as a heuristic. We, on the
other hand, aim to provide mechanisms for per-client (not per-DIMM)
resource usage accounting, slowdown estimation, and cross-client inter-
ference analysis. Dicio protects a single LC task from a single BE task,
while our QoS policy applies to multiple clients. Dicio acknowledges that
deciding which best-effort task to throttle, with PM media-level statis-
tics, was challenging (and hence not done); we address this issue with
a run-time method for interference analysis. Finally, Dicio extends Cal-
adan [135] to use CPU scheduling to regulate PM accesses. This approach
is applicable to all applications, including cache, but requires application
modifications to use Caladan’s unique runtime system (not fully Linux
compatible). We leave CPU scheduling approaches for PM regulation to
future work.
Sharing Other Resources: Efforts have been made to manage and share
other resources such as network, CPU, LLC, storage devices, and locks
[111, 135, 139, 140, 148, 150, 176, 195, 196, 198, 217]. They are essentially
orthogonal to our work; we plan to integrate PM management into these
systems in the future.
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7
Conclusions

In this chapter, we first summarize each part of this dissertation (Sec-
tion 7.1). Then, in Section 7.2, we discuss several high-level lessons we
learned while working on this dissertation. In Section 7.3, we discuss po-
tential future directions related to this dissertation. Finally, we discuss
implications of Intel’s recent decision to discontinue its Optane Memory
business for our work (Section 7.4), and conclude (Section 7.5).

7.1 Summary
In this dissertation, we contribute to evolving the system stack for PM
devices. This dissertation is comprised of three parts. In the first part,
we characterized a new PM-based block device: the Intel Optane SSD.
We formalize the rules (unwritten contract) that Optane SSD users must
follow for optimal performance. In addition, we devise experiments to
reveal the internals of the Optane SSD in order to provide insights for
the unwritten contract. In the second part, we investigated how clas-
sic caching performs on modern storage hierarchies with PM devices,
and demonstrated that the decades-old caching principle of maximiz-
ing hit rates is no longer sufficient today. We proposed Non-Hierarchical
Caching, an enhanced caching approach for effectively utilizing capacity
layer performance in modern storage hierarchies. Finally, we studied how
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PM influence the effectiveness of existing sharing mechanisms designed
for DRAM or block devices. We showed that existing mechanisms are in-
sufficient for PM due to PM’s unique characteristics. We also proposed
the design of Nyx, which enables new sharing mechanisms to address
PM sharing challenges. We now summarize each of these parts.

7.1.1 Characterizing Modern PM Devices

In the first part of this thesis, we characterized the performance of the new
type of PM devices. We concentrated on the Intel Optane SSD, a popular
PM-based block devices, because, at the time of our study, it was the only
widely available PM option. We investigated Optane SSD performance in
response to a variety of fine-grained access patterns (e.g., read vs. write,
random vs. sequential, low vs. high parallelism, etc.).

Using our characterizations, we formalized a "unwritten contract" for
Optane SSD users. The contract includes six critical rules for Optane
SSD users to achieve optimal immediate performance, as well as one rule
for sustained workloads relating to garbage collection in Optane SSDs.
We also provided analyses to show how severe the impact can be when
each contract rule is broken; we demonstrated that violating this con-
tract can result in 11x worse read latency and limited throughput (only
20% of peak bandwidth), regardless of parallelism. We also designed
micro-experiments to reveal the internals of Optane SSDs to better under-
stand the insights of each unwritten rule. Internal parallelism, read-write
scheduling mechanisms, block alignment granularity, and mapping poli-
cies from logical-block address (LBA) to physical-block address (PBA) in
the Optane SSD are all experimentally revealed. We believe that our char-
acterization of Optane SSD devices can serve as a foundation for future
Optane SSD research.
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7.1.2 Evolving Caching for PM Hierarchies

In the second part of the thesis, we analyzed classic caching on mod-
ern hierarchies, with PM devices filling the performance gap between
DRAM and SSDs. We discovered that in modern storage hierarchies, the
decades-old caching principle of maximizing hit rates is insufficient. In
modern hierarchies, we observed a significant change: the performance
difference between neighboring layers (e.g., DRAM/PM/Low-latency SS-
D/Flash SSD) is now much smaller than in traditional hierarchies (e.g.
DRAM/HDD). Classic caching, which directs as many accesses as pos-
sible to the cache device, can leave significant available performance in
capacity devices (e.g., PM) in such hierarchies unutilized.

To address this issue, we introduced Non-hierarchical Caching
(NHC), an enhanced caching approach for maximizing aggregated cache
and capacity layer performance out of modern hierarchies. NHC aug-
ments classic caching by adding three components: read around and ad-
mission rejection mechanisms, as well as a runtime feedback-based of-
floading policy. NHC’s central idea is to enable access offloading from
cache to capacity devices when the cache device is saturated, allowing
NHC to utilize both cache and capacity device performance. We imple-
mented NHC in both Orthus-CAS, a generic block-layer caching kernel
module [108], and Orthus-KV, a user-level caching layer for an LSM-tree
key-value store [168]. We demonstrated that NHC outperforms classic
caching on various modern hierarchies (by up to 2x) under a variety of
realistic workloads.

7.1.3 Evolving Sharing Mechanisms for PM

In the last part of the thesis, we addressed the question of how PM de-
vices can be shared across multiple tenants. We focused on the specific
configuration of multi-tenant memory-based look-aside key-value caches.
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We began by summarizing the basic mechanisms (e.g., resource usage
accounting, interference analysis) used to achieve various sharing goals
(e.g., QoS-aware, proportional sharing). Then, we examined each shar-
ing mechanism’s issues on PM. We demonstrated that existing sharing
mechanisms designed for DRAM/block devices do not readily translate
to PM due to PM’s unique characteristics such as 256B access granularity,
asymmetric read/write performance, and severe and unfair interference
between reads and writes.

To address this issue, we introduced NyxCache (Nyx), a standalone
lightweight and flexible PM access regulation framework for multi-tenant
key-value caches that is optimized for today’s PM without special hard-
ware support. Nyx’s central contribution is a set of software mechanisms
designed for PM to extract the information required to flexibly enforce
popular sharing policies. We designed new mechanisms to efficiently i)
regulate PM accesses, ii) obtain a client’s PM resource usage, and iii) an-
alyze inter-client interferences for PM. We then used these new mecha-
nisms to revise key sharing policies on PM, including resource limiting,
QoS, fair slowdown, and proportional sharing. We demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of each sharing policy through various experimental studies.

7.2 Lessons Learned
In this section, we discuss a list of high-level lessons we learned while
working on this dissertation.

7.2.1 Understanding Device Characteristics is Critical for
Storage Research

Device characterization was important in all three parts of this disserta-
tion (for example, characterizing Optane SSD in the first part, comparing
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DRAM vs. PM vs. Low latency SSD vs. Flash in the second part, and char-
acterizing Optane DC PM in the third part). We then evolved the system
stack for PM based on our understanding of these devices. We learned
that devices characterization is a necessary step in storage research.

According to our experience, there are three reasons why detailed de-
vice characterizations are important. First, characterization experiments
allow us to have an accurate understanding of devices. In PM research,
for example, PM materials have been described in classic papers; PM sim-
ulators/emulators have been built for years. However, as our Optane SSD
unwritten contract study demonstrated, real devices can exhibit different
characteristics than theoretical assumptions. When designing systems for
real-world devices, these distinctions must be carefully considered. We
can only gain an accurate understanding of real-world devices through
characterization experiments.

Second, device specifications from manufacturers are frequently in-
sufficient for device users. A device spec only includes performance num-
bers under limited cases (e.g., best cases). It cannot answer questions
such as, “How will the device perform when applications require special
access patterns?” (For example, in our Optane SSD study, access latency
and throughput under high concurrency), “How will the device behave
when multiple applications are running on the device at the same time?”
(For example, read vs. write interference, as shown in our PM sharing
study). To answer these questions, we need extensive micro-experiments.

Finally, characterizing devices forces us to model the internals of new
devices qualitatively or quantitatively, as we did in the unwritten contract
study. One significant benefit we discovered as a result of doing so is that
it allows us to make reliable assumptions about which device features
will be retained in the future and which may be completely changed. We
believe that this knowledge is critical for new device research (e.g., PM);
devices are still in development and can change at any time.
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There are also lessons we learned about how to better characterize de-
vices, which we will summarize here. First, comparison experiments, as
we did in all of our studies, are usually very useful. By comparing one
type of device (e.g., PM) to another (e.g., DRAM or Flash), we were able
to learn a lot about the important differences between new and existing
devices. Second, extreme or long-term characterizations can be useful
and interesting at times. For instance, we used sustained write experi-
ments in our Optane SSD characterization, and we studied PM perfor-
mance under high concurrency in our PM characterization. They all pro-
duced surprising observations.

Overall, we believe that device characterization is an important step
in the research of storage systems.

7.2.2 It is Helpful to Think Like a Novice at Some Point

One thing we’ve learned about research is that thinking like a novice can
be useful at times. That is, at some point during our research, we must
jump out all of the abstractions from previous works or summarized prin-
ciples from previous studies/textbooks, think like a novice, and truly de-
fine what we want and expect from end users’ perspectives.

Our PM caching study demonstrates the advantages of doing so. Max-
imizing hit rates is a decades-old well-known caching principle. It ab-
stracts the desired end-to-end goal of maximizing performance from a
storage hierarchy into maximizing the hit rate in the fast layer of the hi-
erarchy. This abstraction has guided system designs for decades, but it
also causes people to forget its underlying assumption: performance de-
vices must be much much faster than capacity devices. Only by thinking
like a novice, by recognizing what has been abstracted/ignored away, can
we comprehend why the principle becomes insufficient in modern hier-
archies with PM.

We believe that at some point during our system research, we should
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think like a novice and define: what does an end user expect from the sys-
tem? how will you achieve the goal? and what is the relationship between
your approach and well-known existing approaches? This procedure can
be beneficial.

7.2.3 It is Important to Separate Mechanisms and
Policies in System Research

We had a difficult time defining the problem of sharing on PM in the third
part of this thesis. The difficulty stems from the fact that there are so many
different sharing objectives in various configurations. In the Cloud, for
example, the most popular sharing goal is to limit resource usage as the
tenant paid. In a datacenter, proportional and quality-of-service-aware
sharing are common goals. Diverged versions of these goals (for exam-
ple, weighted proportional sharing) and the use of multiple policies are
also common (e.g., proportional sharing across tenant groups and then
resource limiting within each tenant group). With so many options, de-
termining the problem with existing sharing techniques on PM devices
was difficult.

It was the separation of fundamental mechanisms from the end-to-end
goals (or policies) that solved our problems. We begin by studying popu-
lar sharing policies and defining the basic mechanisms required by them.
And we discovered that, while there are numerous policies, only four
common mechanisms are required (namely, request regulation, resource
usage accounting, per-client slowdown estimation, and cross-client inter-
ference analysis). We were then able to define the problem with existing
approaches on PM and improve them by focusing on the basic mecha-
nisms.

We believe that distinguishing between mechanisms and policies is a
useful skill for helping to define and solve system research problems.
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7.3 Future Work
In this section, we discuss directions in which work done in this disserta-
tion can be extended and directions that our research point to.

7.3.1 Energy Efficiency Characterization of PM Devices

In this thesis, we characterized performance aspects of new PM devices.
With recent interest in datacenter energy consumption [30, 59], we believe
a characterization of these devices in terms of energy efficiency (com-
pared to DRAM and Flash) is an important future work.

There have been intriguing cases [13] demonstrating the potential
of using PM to build energy-efficient memory systems (comparing to
DRAM based). A thorough energy efficiency study that extends these
works will be useful for future research.

Furthermore, we believe that a study of the implications of PM for
large-scale distributed system energy efficiency is needed. If PM enables
large memory capacity per server, network communication traffic may
change; fewer network communications may be required because each
server can now hold a larger portion of the overall dataset. Furthermore,
PM-powered systems may necessitate fewer calls to remote services (e.g.,
Amazon S3). Reducing network traffic can result in significant savings in
overall system power consumption. What implications do new PM de-
vices have for distributed system overall energy efficiency? How can we
use PM devices to increase the system energy efficiency? We believe there
are promising energy-efficiency studies that can be investigated with PM
devices.
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7.3.2 Non-hierarchical Caching in the world of
Memory/Storage Disaggregation

In Chapter 4, we designed and implemented non-hierarchical caching for
single-node caching systems. Memory and storage disaggregation has
recently been a radical development in memory/storage architecture. In
such a configuration, applications can use not only local storage layers,
but also remote layers (e.g., remote DRAM/PM, remote storage). We
believe that a rethinking of caching is required in such a architecture,
and that the non-hierarchical caching principle can also benefit caching
in memory/storage disaggregation setups.

However, memory/storage disaggregation requires considerations
that will necessitate further research. First, remote storage layers can have
very different characteristics than raw storage devices (e.g., RDMA to ac-
cess remote DRAM vs. access local DRAM). We need detailed character-
ization of these remote layers. Second, when comparing remote and local
layers, we believe remote layers have greater diversity and complexity.
Remote layers, for example, are distributed across the network. Conges-
tion in networks, as well as different network speeds within and across
data centers, can all change during runtime. More efforts are needed to
manage hierarchies with remote layers. Third, computation offloading is
a common feature of disaggregated memory or storage. Such hierarchies
must be managed by taking into account not only storage accesses but
also the computation associated with these accesses. Finally, today’s stor-
age hierarchies are becoming increasingly complex. How can such multi-
layer hierarchies be effectively managed? Future research is required.

Overall, we believe that caching in the world of memory/storage dis-
aggregation will necessitate significant future work for the system com-
munity.
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7.3.3 Sharing with Better Hardware/Software Co-design

In Chapter 5, we examined the limitations of existing sharing mechanisms
on PM and proposed software approaches to improve them. While this
is an important first step, we believe it would be worthwhile to investi-
gate how the PM hardware interfaces should be redesigned to enable PM
sharing, what hardware functionalities should be added to PM, and how
software and hardware should be codesigned to better realize sharing.

For example, while our cross-tenant interference analysis based on
runtime micro-experiments works well for relatively stable workloads,
this idea will be difficult to work if tenants change rapidly in millisec-
onds. Additionally, our software approaches assume a trusted software
runtime across tenants, which is not always possible. It may be desirable
to account for interference effects within the PM device. Important ques-
tions, we believe, include how future PM devices can expose an interface
for querying the effect of interference across tenants, how to quantify in-
terference in PM devices, and so on.

We believe that previous work on SSD [217, 245] or DRAM [186, 215]
hardware-based sharing techniques can be inspiring for future work in
this area.

7.3.4 Sharing of PM and DRAM pool in Disaggregated
Memory Setup

In this thesis, we investigated the sharing of PM attached to a single node.
Because PM and DRAM are promising building blocks for future disag-
gregated memory setups, the natural question is: how can we share the
PM and DRAM pool among multiple tenants? In this configuration, a
memory pool is made up of multiple memory nodes, each of which can
contain DRAM or PM; clients access the memory pool via fast networks
such as RDMA.
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We believe there are some high-level questions that should be consid-
ered: i) How to allocate diverse memory pool resources (DRAM vs. PM)
to tenants? ii) How to enforce tenant isolation across multiple memory
nodes? We believe it is worthwhile to look into network switches and
network interface cards (NIC) with extensive computing power today to
enable DRAM/PM pool sharing.

7.4 Discussion: Demise of Intel Optane
Memory Business

According to the Intel 2022 Q2 earning release [42], Intel starts to wind
down its Optane Memory business. This announcement is a significant
setback for the persistent memory community, as Intel Optane DC PM is
the first and only commercially available PM device (as of today).

7.4.1 Implications for This Thesis

This news has a number of implications for our dissertation work. First,
for our unwritten contract work on Optane SSDs (Chapter 3), our char-
acterization of these specific devices may directly benefit fewer applica-
tions because they may need to migrate to other devices in the future.
However, the experiments we designed to examine various aspects of the
PM-based block devices, as well as the micro-experiments we designed
to reveal the device’s internals, will be useful for future PM-based block
devices or low-latency SSDs. One general observation we made during
our Optane SSD study is that better device specifications are required for
applications to adapt to new devices. We believe that this lesson applies
to future devices and may assist manufacturers in making devices that
are easier to use in the future.
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Second, we believe that our non-hierarchical caching work will con-
tinue to be useful for future PM devices or future storage hierarchies.
We observe that the performance difference between neighboring lay-
ers in modern hierarchies is shrinking. This observation, we believe,
will hold true for future high-performance new devices that bridge the
gap between DRAM and Flash SSDs. Furthermore, we proposed gen-
eral techniques for evolving classic caching. We make no assumptions
about which devices are in the storage hierarchy. As a result, the non-
hierarchical caching approach will continue to be useful for future storage
hierarchies.

Finally, the mechanisms we proposed in the Nyx project, like non-
hierarchical caching, will most likely be beneficial for future device shar-
ing. For example, the idea of cross-client interference analysis based on
runtime micro-experiments is applicable to all device types. And, we be-
lieve that when future memory devices become available, we will need
to conduct a similar study of the fundamental sharing mechanisms as we
have done in the Nyx project.

7.4.2 Implications of Our Thesis for Future PM Device
Development

We believe that our thesis has implications for future PM device design.
First, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, Flash-based SSDs now have signif-
icant maximum bandwidth (though the random access latency still suf-
fer). And the price of Flash SSDs is very low and continues to fall today.
So, in order to create a widely desired PM device, we believe that the PM
device should still have copious internal parallelism (for high maximum
bandwidth) and, most importantly, the price should be as low as possible.

Second, our caching study in Chapter 4 reveals that building effi-
cient caching systems has become difficult in modern hierarchies (with
so many different layers and the simple maximizing hit rate principle is
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not sufficient). Because caching is a critical use scenario for future PM de-
vices. We believe that PM manufacturers should focus not only on device
development but also on associated tiering or caching solutions.

Finally, our Optane DC PM sharing study in Chapter 5 shows that fu-
ture PM devices should have more features in common with DRAM, so
that existing DRAM sharing mechanisms can be used for PM. Alterna-
tively, associated hardware sharing mechanisms must be developed as
new devices are introduced.

Overall, we believe Optane DC PM (while winding down) continues
to provide a wealth of experience for the system community in terms of
future PM techniques. Furthermore, the work in this thesis will benefit
future studies for future devices.

7.5 Closing Words
Data storage systems built from various storage devices have become
indispensable in modern life. As the system community has done for
decades, we must evolve the software system stack for each device type
(tape, DRAM, HDD, Flash SSD, etc.). Although many efforts have been
made for older devices, there have been few for PM-based ones. This dis-
sertation contributes to evolving the system stack for PM. We came at it
from three different perspectives: i) enhance understanding of PM de-
vice characteristics; ii) evolve caching for PM hierarchies; and iii) evolve
sharing mechanisms for PM.

Through our studies, we presented i) how new real PM devices can
have unexpected characteristics, ii) how decades-old principles (e.g.,
maximizing cache hit rates) may need to be rethought for PM, and iii)
how existing systems (e.g., sharing mechanisms) must be reevaluated
due to PM’s unique characteristics. The findings we present suggest that
the system community should reconsider how system stacks should be
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built around new PM devices. Our studies show that understanding how
devices work, thinking like a novice at some point, and distinguishing
mechanisms from policies are all critical for storage system research. Us-
ing the findings of our work, we demonstrated how new systems for PM
(e.g., caching, sharing) can be proposed. We hope that our thesis will
prompt other researchers to evolve other aspects of system stack for PM.

Our dissertation is a significant step towards better system stacks for
PM, but it is only the beginning. We haven’t looked into the energy effi-
ciency of new PM devices. We haven’t considered how to manage remote
PM/DRAM layers in storage hierarchies, which may be common in future
disaggregated memory architecture. We have also not looked into how
to improve PM hardware interface designs for better PM sharing. We be-
lieve that the studies and ideas presented in this thesis will aid in future
research to address some of these issues.
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